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MOUNT VERNON, OHIO:

NO. 17.

VOL LX.

Silver or Gold?

Administrator's Sale of Kcal
Estate.
T N pursuance of an order ot the Probate Coart
1 of Knox County. Ohio, 1 will offer for wile,
at public auction on

A Question of Colossal
Magnitude

Saturday, September 12tb, 1895.

at X o'clock P. M. at the south door of the Court
Ifonsein bit. Vernon, Ohio, the following de
scribed real estate, situated in the County of
Knox and State of Ohio, to wit;
Being the part of the first or north-east quar
ter of township six (•), range ten ( 0). U. fc»- M.
lainds. and lying East of the public road, loading
from N»«w Castle to Green Valley Mills, and being
n part of the north-east corner of lands in said
section, purchased by one Suinuel llolmer of
Itichard Beers, and bounded on the north by
land owned by Eli Nichols, now deceased; on the
east by the township line;on the south by lauds
J>f Jacob Horn: on the west by the public road
hading from Now Castle to Green Valley Mills,
Estimated to contain twenty-foar (24) acres.
Appraised at $102.00.
Terms of sale, cosh.
. . . .
LEWIS II. IIOUCK.
Administrator .:t the estate of Kiley Busenburg
deoeased.
L. II Houck and J. W. McCarron,
Attorneys for Administrator.

Which Overshadows One of Even
More Vital Importance to
the Whole Country.

Notice is hereby given that a iwgition has been
presen ted to the Council of the city of Mt. Ver
non, Ohio, untying for the vacation of Weet
street from Sugar street to Hamtramck street,
and is now |>ending before said t 'mincil and will
come up for tinal action on and after Monday,
Beptomoer 7, 1809.
P. B. CHASE.
Clerk of the City of Mt. Vernon. Ohio.

° A Bicycle Built for Two.”

MONEY TO LOAN I
TO LOAN, on first mortgage
securities in sums not less than $1,000
MONEY
Titles examined and abstracts furnished.

Farm laud for sale. Law office, A. R MeINTIRE, opposite Court House, Mt. Vernon
Ohio.

PLUG
Five cents’ worth of
“BATTLE AX” wih serve two •
chewers just about as long as 5 cents'
worth of other brands will serve one
man. This is because a 5 cent piece
of “BATTLE AX" is almost as
large as the 10 cent piece of other
high grade brands.

PROFESSIONAL CARDS.

E. GRAN T,
ATTORNEY-AT-LAW.

Room No. 2, Woodward Opera
House Building, Mt. Vernon, Ohio.
OFFICE
oct31 tf

S. It. GOTS1IALL,
-at-law, Real Estate and
Loan Agent. Property for sale. Money
Attorney
to loan. Office—Banning Building, Mt.

Vernon, Ohio-

28marly

W. If. KOONS.

The bottle of Bile Ile.ins proved entirely sat
isfactory. I found them to do all and more
than you claim. Enclosed is 25c., for which
kindly forward another bottle.

ATTORNEY-AT-LAW.
over Knox County
Bank, Mt. Vernon, Ohio.
OFFICE

Savings
novltf

Mr. J. W. Cowgill, druggist, Hickman,
Ky., writes:
Smith's Bile Ileans are leading all other liver
medicines in this section of the countrv I
have sold more of them thau of all the o'ther
medicines combined.

A. K. McIXTKftE,
ATTORNEY AND COUNSELLOR AT
LAW.

Mr. A. J. Cay wood, Mancelona, Mich.,
writes:

FFICE opposite the Court House. Mt
Vernou, Ohio.
lSjanlG

O

II.’ D. Cbitchfield.

I consider it my duty to pen yon a few lines
in praise of your excellent remedy. I wns in
poor health for several years, and have paid
hundreds of dollars for different kinds of mwlicincs. Last fall I procured 11 bottle ot your
Bile Beaus, which did me a great deal of good,
and so I obtained ten additional tot ties. m;d
they have done more for m<- than all the other
medicines. A year ago my weight was 147
pounds; it is now 1*5 pounds. I regard your
Bile Bean9 ns the best remedy for dyspepsia,
liver complaint and general debility that has
been offered to the public.

H. C. Devin.

Critchficltl A Devin,
ttorneys-at-law. office over

Stauffer's Clothirg 8tore, North side
APublic
Square, Mt. Vernon, O.
Iljan94

W. C. Cooper.

Frank Moore.

COOPER A MOORE.

at law.

office 112
Main street. Mt. Vernon. 0.

ttorneys

A

Money to Loan.

Insurance to Sell.

C. W. Mi-Kre.

much contact with public men, in a recent
interview told some startling truths which
should be known by every intelligent per
son in the land.
“Gold or Silver,” he said, “is the cry
which rings through the country to-day,
but * Life or Death ’ is the problem which
confronts humanity all the time.
“ We meet at every turn people rich In
every kind of material wealth, who, after
years of laborious accumulation, tind real
eujoyment of life impossible.
'• \Vc sec people in humbler walks of life
•ufferiug equally from melancholia, hypo
chondria, and the many physical troubles
which produce these mental disturbances.
“ Brain workers and those employed in
sedentary occupations are specially subject
to tin.sc unpleasant and dangerous condi
tions.
“ And what is the cause ? Why, the
liver.”
The writer could not repress a smile, but
the doctor earnestly continued :
“ Do uot laugh at what science has most
painstakingly revealed. The liver controls
all the digestive organs, and through them
the brain and its subsidiary organs as well.
Thousands and millions of our people
to day, who think they have unbearable
troubles, are only suffering from seme livei
disorder, which might speedily be removed
by simple means.”
Fifteen years ago Messrs. J. F. Smith &
Co., after careful scientific experiment,
evolved the formula of Smith’s Bile Beans.
These little Bile Beans arc sugar-coated,
and very easy to take, but their effect is
nothing short of marvellous.
They act directly on the liver, and are a
positive specific for all disorders eMiauating
from that organ, such as Biliousness, Con
stipation. Indigestion, Sick Headache, Diz
ziness. Malaria. Dyspepsia, Flatulence and
Sour Stomach.
They quickly restore the liver to normal
action, and. when used as a purgative, ac
complish their purpose without griping or
causing distress.
We have thousands of letters from those
who have been cured after all other
mediums have failed.
Mr. J. G. Diebald, Campbell Corners,
Mich., writes;

Is the talk of the (lay. We’ll
take either at this sale.

Every druggist should have Smith’s Bile
Beans in stock, but if you have anv diffi
culty in getting them send us 25c. for one
bottle, or $1 for five bottles, and we will
forward them at once.
Free sample will be sent upon receipt
of 2-cent stamp to pay postage.

J. P. SMITH&C0..I14W. 32dSt.,N. Y. City.

Guy A. Wright.

He a«re to get tinprovc-d ■««

McKEE & WRIGHT,

•Ij le In green n rapper*.

<IV In u Settle.

■N ENERAL INSURANCE AGENTS. Of
JT lice 8. W. cor. Public Square and
High street.

(

The Labor^‘
PHYSICIANS.
R. E. R. EGGLESTON,
Office and Residence, 211 North Main
street, Mt. Vernon, Ohio.
Office Hours—2 to 4 p. m.
Telephone calls—Home company, No. 39;
-3ell company, No. 32.

D

K. CON A RD, M. D.,

Homeopathic Physician

and

Surgeon.

Office in the Woodward Block.

llesi-

>denca—Gambier Street.
Office Hours—8 to 10 a m„ 2 to 4 and 6
io 8 p m.
24aprly

In order to make room for

of getting

Fall ami Winter stock, we

1095 Meals

will sell all odd summer suits

confronts some one in every
home each year. Whoever the I
work devolves upon should A
know about
A

in men’s, hoys’ and children’s
wear

'It’s a labor-saver—a woman-sav
er. W Ithout the long and weary
ing peeling, chopping, boiling,
seeding and mixing, a woman can IS
quickly make mince pie, fruit pud
ding, or fruit cake that will be the de
light of her household. Since None
Such is sold everywhere there is no
more need of making your own mince
meat than ofmaking your own yeast.
Try one package—10 cents.
Take no substitutes.

JOHN E RUSSELL, M D.,

8URGE0N AND PHYSICIAN,
Office—West side of Main street,four doors
north of Public Square, Mt. Vernon, Ohio.
Telephone No. 74.
Residence—East Gambier street. Tidephone 73
29septS7

Srcil your *d1rrM, n»minrUi« p»prr. *
. «e will Read too free a boot, ••Jin. Pop
kklua Thanksgiving.’’ by one of the moat
E popo’Rr humorous writers of the 4ajr. I

MEBRFLL-SOrLE COM J
Syracuse, N. Y.

DR. GEORGE B. BUNN.

p

HYSICIAN AND SURGEON,

Room 3, Rogers' Block, 111 South
Street, Mt. Vernon, Ohio-

Maiu

AH professional calls by day or night
promptly responded to.
June

T. BUNT COTTO NT,
VETERINARY 8UR0E0N.
>rofvssor of Veterinary Dentistry.
Residence 408 East Front street. Ofb Corner.Main and Front street, Mt. Vern, O.
Examinations free. Home telephone
i. 228.

PATENTS.
OLICITORS AND ATTORNEYS

S

NONE
SUCH
MINCE MEAT

Bargain seekers should take
advantage of this offer with

out delay, as it will last only
until September 1st.

YOUNG AMERICA CLOTHING HOUSE,

—FOR—

U. S, AND FOREIGN PATENTS
AND PATENT LAW CASES.

I. & D. Rosenthall, Prop’s.

Opera House Block,

Cor. Main and Vine Sts., Mt. Vernon, 0.

BEIlltlDGE A CO.,
127 Superior Street opposite American,

And the bast Saturday of September
October, November, February
arch and April.

Etaminations Will Commence at 8:30 o’clock
L. I) . onebrake, Trcst.,
Mt. Vernon, Ohio.

L. B. Houck, lerk,

Mt. Vernon, Ohio.
S. H. Maharry,

Centsibur;, Ohio

Burn?,
UruLes,
3ci ?'< hes.
Bites of

SOLDI EVERYWHERE.
25c. and 50c. Per Bottle.
60c. size 2’1 times larger then 25c. size.
NO RELIEZ, NOlPAY.

ffE WANT TO IMPRESS ETON YOU MINDS
THE FACT THAT WE HAVE NOW IN STOCK
A COMPLETE LINE OF

The S*c«nd Saturday of Every Mouth,

H EALS
Cuts,

Taslss GsotJ,
Smells Good.

TEACHERS’

Central Building, Mt. Vernon,

BREAKS UP AOULO.

Bugs, etc.

KNOX COUNTY

Meetings for the Examination of
Teachers will be held at the
ScnooL Room,

Easy to
T ske■ • • *

Animals and

CLEVELAND, OHIO.
TfiOi Associated offices in Washington
and Foreign Countrie-

EXAMLUTIOAS.

LIGHTHI

French, English, Scotchand German

T

AND A HANDSOMER LINE OF PIECE CLOTHS
HAS NEVER GRACED OUR TABLE8.
It’s a nettled fact that we have more than double tne variety of
all other tailoring establishments combined can show, conseuqently we cannot fail to please you with something both STYLISH
AND DESIRABLE.

CHAS. A DERffODY

HERB MEDICINE CO.,
Springfield, - - Ohio.
S-A-N-A-D-O-R SKIN SOAP.
Aa KxqalsIU Hedlclaal Soap Tor Maay Cm*.

8-a-n-a-d-o-r Skin Soap is delightfully
fragrant and is invaluable for the toilet,
being sweet, pleasant and healthful.
For the complexion it stimulates the
glands to healthy action, thus remov
ing all facial blemishes and rendering
the skin soft and pliable. For the bath
it instantly removes sweat odors and
purifies the skin. For the scalp and
hair it is invaluable, removes dandruff
and stimulates the growth of the hair
by restoring the scalp to a heathful
condition. It is the only absolutely
non-poison:us antiseptic
in the worla.
Price 25 cents a cake. Prepared by
S-a-n-a-d-o-r Medical Co., 10 and 12
Vandew&ter SL, New York City,

AUG.

27.

WHO HAS THAT MONEY?

CRIME or 1871

1896.

$1.50 PER ANNUM IN ADVANCE.

imEionm.

Highest of all in Leavening Power.—Latest U. S. Gov’t Report

The Farm Journal Aaka Some Perti

nent Questions on an Impott-

Tlic Infamous Act Right
ly Warned.

Baking
Powder

ant Sutffect.
[From tha Farm Journal for Angmt ]

Eminent Educator for In
We desire to know if you nave found dependent Free Coinage.
out, Who Has That Money ?

Last mouth we stated, from official Men Would
Longer
Corruptly Passed at In
records, that the farmers of the United
Hoard
Their
Gold.
stance of an Englishman States, owing to a shrinkage in prices,

Who Came Over From Loudon for
That Purpose and Used *500,000 to
That End—The Confession of the
Man Who Represented the English
Capitalists In the Infamy.

A prominent physician who has had

Notice of Petition to Vacate
Street.

W.

THURSDAY.

received $500,000,000 less for their grain,
tobacco and cotton crops last year than
in 1892. This is a very large eum to lose
in one year, but it does not represent the
shrinkage in the price of their livestock,
fruits, potatoes and other vegetables,
butter and cheese, poultry and eggs,
which amounted to nearly as much
more. Therefore, having had no satis
factory’ answer to our former inquiry,
we again ask, Who Has That Money ?
Since 1873 the value of farms in the
State of New York shrank one-half, en
tailing a loss to the farmers of that State
many hundreds of millions of dollars.
Tn the other Middle States, in New Eng
land and the central West, a similar
shrinkage, if not so great, has taken
place. We want to know also, H’Ao Has
That Ifoney?
Will no one give a correct answer to
this question? The leading organ of the
London money getters of our town re
cently attempted to do this and in
formed the public that nobody has
it, that while the farmers have lost
it, no one has taken it, no one now
owns it. How’s that? We supposed
there was at all times just about the
same volume of money in the world;
now that money was earned by the
farmer and belongs to him, yet he has
it not; therefore, where is it? Who Has

The New York Freeman’s Journal
has at length explained why the act
demonetizing silver is rightly termed
‘ The Crime of 1873.” After quoting
from the Congressional Record the re
marks of prominent members of the
Congress which passed the law, the
Journal continues:
In view of this testimony the advo
cates of silver and every one else who
has a shred of moral sense left in him,
are justified, nay, bound by the obliga
tion of veracity to designate the law
demonetizing silver as the “Crime of
1873,” the as yet unpunished crime that
has brought untold misfortune on the
American people. The St. Louis Con
vention has resolved to maintain that
fraudulent law and perpetuate its evil
results. The Chicago Convention has
resolved to blot it from the record and
remove as far as possible the evils it has
produced.
According to the statement of Judge
Kelly, given above, the silver hill, when
it left, the hands of the Committee on
Coinage, did not demonetize the silver
dollar. On the contn ry, it made pro
vision for its continued coinage. After
the hill was passed it was discovered that That Money ?
the provision for the silver dollar was
It is a principle of physics that nature
omitted—had been surreptitiously ob
literated from the document. Here we abhors a vacuum; yet all that money is
have the crime of ’73. Who did this gone and nobody knows where. This
nefarious work? By whose request or
suggestion was it that this doctored sub is very strange!
O, yes, Western competition has re
stitute for the original printed bill was
not read in the House? Who shut off duced the prices of farm products in
debate by a demand for the previous the East,and brought down farm values !
question?
Then that money must be in the hands
To bring a crime home to its perpe of our Western brethren. They must
trator the first question asked is: Who
benefited by it? The foreign and Wall be very rich indeed: But are they?
We requested the worthy Candidates
street bondholders made millions by it
This fact in itself is not enough to con of the great parties to look around
vict, but it affords a clew. With this among their neighbors and see if it
ejew in hand we introduce Mr. Ernest
Seyd into the conspiracy. A writer, could be found there. They all said
quoted by Samuel Leavitt in his book, not It is not lodged among the citizens
“Our Money Wars,” says:
of the mountain states nor can it he
“The English capitalists raised 1500,- found in the shot bags of the prairie
000 and sent one Ernest Seyd to Amer farmers; the whole Mississippi valley is
ica to have silver demonetized. He
came. In the hill was skillfully inserted hare of cash and the cotton planters of
a clause demonetizing eilver. Before the South deny having 6een it. Our
the bill passed a member of the com Folks number a full million and a half,
mittee which had the bill in charge but not one in all that number is able
said that ‘Ernest Seyd, of London, a
distinguished writer and bullionist, who to identify the holders of that missing
is now here, has given great attention to wealth. We have applied to merchants,
the subject of mint coinage. After manufacturers, professional men, me
having examined the first draft of this chanics and hired men all in vain. Not
bill he has made various sensible sug
gestions,^ which the committee adopted one can tell who has that monxy?
Now the farmer wouldn’t mind the
and embodied in the bill.’—(Congresssional Record, April 9, 1872.)”
loss so much if he was sure that he will
As Ernest Seyd is an interesting and not be required to contribute a like por
important character in this conspiracy, tion of the fruits of his enterprise and
we will follow him to London and see
what he has to say about his missionary toil the present year to the same un
known party or parties; but they really
work in America.
In 1892 Frederick A. Luckenhach, a do not feel able to lose any more.
former member of the New York Stock Therefore it is important to know, with
Exchange, made an affidavit in which out further delay, and it is our business
the following statements occurred:
to find out for them, who has that
“In 1865 I visited London, England, MONEY?
for the purpose of placing there Penn
We have not confined our search to
sylvania oil properties in which I was
interested. I took with me letters of this continent alone,but have looked for
introduction to many gentlemen in tidings of that money in other lands
London, among them one to Mr. Ernest
Seyd, from Robert M. Faust, ex-Treas- Seeking for information in the columns
urer of Philadelphia. I became well of the London Times, the great organ of
acquainted with Mr. Seyd and with his the London money getters, we came
brother, Richard Seyd, who, I under- across an editorial that may throw some
-tand, is yet living. I visited London light on the mystery of the lost money.
thereafter every year, and with each
visit renewed my acquaintance with Mr. In plain type and unabashed phrase we
Seyd. In September, 1874, while on read what follows:
one of these visits, and while his guest
seems impossible to (jet bimetallists to
at dinner, I among other things, alluded understand that there is quite a large num
to rumors afloat of Parliamentary cor
ruption, and expressed astonishment ber of usfor whom a GENERAL RISE
that such corruption should exist. In in prices has NO CHARMS WHAT
reply to this he told me he could relate EVER. TUc like them LOW, and the
facts about the corruption of the Amer LOWER THE BETTER. Tf they all
ican Congress that would place it far
ahead of the English Parliament in that went down to HALF their PRESENT
line. After dinner he invited me into FIGURES, we shotild rejoice, because ue
another room, where he resumed the luu'e NOTHING TO SELL, and a great
conversation about legislative corrup many things to BUY. For those who
tion. He said: “If you will pledge me
your honor as a gentleman not to di hare things to sell, WE DO NOT EEEI.
vulge what I am about to tell you while ANY GREAT CONCERN."
I live, I will convince you that what I
Nothing would please the American
said about the corruption of the Amer Farmer better than a rise in prices, for
ican Congress is true.” I gave him my
promise, and he then continued: “I he has things to sell. Lower the better
went to America in 1872-3, authorized may suit London, but it does not suit us.
to secure, if I could, the passage of a But we are asked to wait until those
bill demonetizing eilver. It wae to the’
interest of those I represented—the people for whom the Times speaks get
Governors of the Bank of England to ready for bimetallism or a general rise
have it done. I took with me $500,000 in prices; but since they “do not feel
with instructions if that was not suffi any concern” for our welfare, we fear
cient to accomplish the object, to draw that we shall have to wait a long time
for another $500,000 or as much more
as was necessary. I saw the commit England’s imports of things ehe buys
tees of the House and Senate and paid were $700,000,000 greater last year than
the money, and stayed in America her exports of things she sells, so she is
until I knew the measure was safe. going to work her British gold standard
Your people will not now comprehend and compound interest game as long as
the far-reaching extent of that measure, she can. You may like it; we do not.
A cablegram from London to a New
but they will in after years. Whatever
you may think of corruption in the York newspaper on July 1st, stated that
English Parliament, I assure you I “the banks are fully, choked with idle
would not have dared to make such money. There is now on deposit in the
an attempt here as I did in your coun bank of England alone more than $250,000,000 more money than was lying
try.”
there nine months ago.”
Such is Ernest Seyd’s confession;
Will the above extract* serve to throw
such is the history of the “Crime of light on the all important and burning
1873;” such is the way in which the question, who has that money?
standard dollar was dropped from our
coinage.
Over Production of Gold and Silver.
Strange and incredible as it may
The other day a prominent Republi
seem, the platform of the St. Louis
Convention maintains as a party prin can who is never so happy as when he is
ciple that the law thus passed by the in discussing the financial question on the
trigue of English capitalists must not be curbstone, was heard to say that the
abolished without the consent of thoee
same conspirators against the welfare of reason silver was demonetized was
the American people! Our national because of over production. The gentle
law, we are told, requires that we must man may have been sincere in his state
continue indefinitely to suffer the evil ment, but he certainly was mistaken.
results of that criminal conspiracy.
Every effort to free ourselves from that He could not have given the question
iniquitous burden is called repudiation. very thorough attention.
In view of these things, it is not difficult
The bureau of statistics give s the fol
to understand the intense earnestness lowing report of the production ot gold
and enthusiasm of the common people
at the Chicago Convention and the and silver in these years:
Gold.
Silver.
brusque manner in which they treated
the professional politicians, the political 1870...... ...... $106,850,000
$47,500,000
hacks, the pliant tools of the organized 1871...... ...... 107,009,000
61,050,000
and conspiring wealth that caused the 1872...... ...... 99,600,000
65,250,000
evils of which the laboring people of 1873...... ....... 96,200,000
81,S00,000
this country are the victims.
In each of these years there was more
gold produced than silver and it will be
How’s This!
noted that silver during all this time
We offer One Hundred Dollars reward was a big premium with respect to gold.
for any case of Catarrh that cannot be
Now for eight years following the
cured by Hall’s Catarrh Cure.
demonetization of silver,there was more
F. J. Cheney <k Co., Toledo, O.
gold produced than silver as this table
We, the undersigned, have known F.
from the same source shows:
J. Cheney for the last 15 years, and be
Gold.
Silver.
lieve him perfectly honorable in all bus 1874...... ...... $ 90,750,000
$71,500,000
iness transactions and financially able to 1875...... ....... 97,500,000
80,500.000
87,600,000
carry out any obligations made by their 1876...... ....... 103,700,000
1877...... ...... 114.000,000
81,000,000
firm.
1878.............. 119,000,000
95,000,000
West <fc Truax, Wholesale Druggists, 1879...... ...... 109,000,000
96.000,000
Toledo, O. Waldixg, Kixnax, A Mar 1880....... ....... 106,500,000
96,700,000
92,000,000
1881...... ...... 103,000,000
vin, Wholesale Druggists, Toledo, O
And in these years silver fell in value
Hall’s Catarrh Cure is taken inter
nally, acting upon the blood and mu- from $1.29 an ounce in 1873 to $1.13 an
ciios surfaces of the system. Testimo ounce in 1881. There was no over
nials sent free. Price 75c. per bottle. production either, as the above table
shows.
Sold by all Druggists.

»

ABSOLUTELY PURE

There U No Danger in Free Coinage
DECLARES FOR SILVER.
SURREPTITIOUSLY DEMONETIZED
to Our Credit, but Quite the Re
verse, Says the Great Bimetallist—
Testimony of .Several Senators That
Opinion of a Man Formerly for In A Member of the Largest Firm in the
the Character of the. Act Was
World Says That Free Coinage is
ternational Agreement.
Not Known.
Denver, Aug. 13.—Rev. Henry W.
Ptukham, pastor of the First Baptist
church here, and a friend of President
Andrews, of Brown University, recently
wrote to Mr. Andrews, asking these
questions:
1. Do you favor the free coinage of
silver at the ratio oi 16 to 1 by the
United States without waiting for aid
from other nations?
2. Could the United States, having
adopted such free coinage, maintain the
practical parity of the gold and the

1 K/

the Salvation of Busiuess in
This Country.
Chicago, Aug. 22.—Frank H. Coop

er, of the big firm of Siegel, Cooper A
Co., of Chicago and New York, tlie
largest retail firm in the world, has just
returned from Europe. He is alive to
the issues of the day and has kept well
posted while away from Chicago.
“I can’t see anything but good to
result from the free coinage of silver,”
said Mr. Cooper. “True, it will benefit
the mine owners; it will also benefit the
miners and benefit the west. It will
give the farmer money; it will make

said. little was known or cared on the
subject. And now I would like to ex
change questions with the senator from
Indiana. Did he know?”
Mr. Vooihee: “I frankly say I did
not.” (Ibid: page 1063) *
Senator Beck said in a speech in the
senate, Jan. 10,1878:
“It (the bill demonetizing silver)never
was understood by either house of con
gress. I say that with full knowledge
of the facts. No newspaper reporter
discovered that it had been done.”—
Congressional Record, vol. 7, part 1,
forty-fifth congress, second session, page

1

HE MUSTN’T PLAY AT THAT GAME.

—New York News.
silver dollar?
3. Would not free coinage by the
United States alone lead to a complete
displacement of our gold? Why not?
4. Would not the effect of the recent
increased production of gold as com
pared to silver be counter-balanced in
the event of free coinage by the stimu
lus thus given to silver mining and by
the influx of foreign silver?
5. Would not the advantages of free
coinage be more than negatived by the
injury’ to our credit, thus causing a
withdrawal of foreign capital?
In reply President Andrews has
written:
“My Dear Pinkham, I was delighted
to receive your letter of the 6th, and
will endeavor to answer your questions
in their order as well as I can.
“1. I do.
“2. I believe so.
“3. I do not think so. People would
not hoard or export gold in face of a
movement certain to cheapen gold. It
seems to me rather likely that the re
habilitation of silver by us would be the
occasion of setting free vast amounts of
gold now hoarded for military and other
purposes.
“4. This is partly answered under
the last. Further, there would he no
influx of foreign silver. Undoubtedly
free coinage by us would increase the
total amount of eilver produced, hut the
new silver could not be mined at so low
a marginal cost as at present prevails.
The marginal cost would be on the
contrary increased with the output, so
that all tendency from this source to
lower the gold price of silver would he
negatived. The very prolific mines
now are very few.
“5. Quite the reverse. After a jiopsible first shock our credit would improve
after free coinage. It is our present
course which must speedily lower our
credit. How long could a man or a
firm continue to have credit who bor
rowed each year to pay a large portion
of his running expenses? Yet on a gold
basis this course is inevitable, and that
is at this moment the reason why foreign
lenders are shy of our securities. There
mutt be a change if we would avoid
bankruptcy. With free coinage every
industry would look up, and even if we
lost our gold our prosperity would in
vite in English capital, just as Japan’s
prosperity now causes it to rush there.
Never since slavery days has the press
in the parts of the country familiar to
me, displayed such disregard for truth
and such stubborn obtuseness to the
most obvious considerations as it does at
present on the silver question. This
means that the money power seated in
London, but with representatives in
New York, Philadelphia and Chicago, is
determined to continue the apprecia
tion of gold, and determined therefore
that the facts shall not be known. The
hankers and the press are almost enj
tircly under its influence. 1 think the
money question at the present time the
greatest question of civilization.
“Yours, with kindest regards,
Eben J. Andrews.”
Less than two years ago President
Andrews was quite firm in the convic
tion that it would he most unwise for
this country to reopen its mints to free
coinage of both metals without Euro
pean co-operation.

Six weeks ago I suffered with a very
severe cold; was almost unable to speak.
My friends all advised me to consult a
physician.
Noticing Chamberlain’s
Cough Remedy advertized in the St.
Paul Volks Zeitung I procured a bottle,
and after taking it a short while was en
tirely well. I now mo®, heartily recom
mend this remedy to anyone suffering
with a cold. Wm. Keil, 678 Selby Ave.,
St. Paul, Minn, For sale by Ed Dever

Senator Allison, Republican of Iowa,
said in the senate, February 15,1878:
“But when the secret history of this
bill of 1873 comes to be told, it will dis
close the fact that the house of represen
tatives intended to coin both gold and
silver and intended to place both metals
upon the French relation instead of our
own, which was the true scientific posi
tion with reference to this subject in
1873, but that bill was doctored, if I may
use that term (and I use it in no offen
sive sense, of course). It was changed
after discussion and the dollar of 420
grains was substituted for it.”—Con
gressional Record, vol. 7, part 2, fortynfth congress, second session, page
1058.
1 *
In a colloquy between Senator Voorliea and Senator Blaine, Mr. Voorhes
said:
“I want to ask my friend from Maine,
did he know, as speaker of the house,
presiding at the time, that the silver
dollar was demonetized in the bill to
which he alludes?”

l»etter prices for farm products; it will
make the farmer a buyer in our mar
kets.
“Times can be no worse than they
are at present. Our currency is not ex
pansive enough for the demands of the
people. France has $40 per capita of
money in circulation, and its people are
prosperous and happy. We have $20
per capita. We need more money and
free silver coinage will put an end to
business stagnation. Our factories are
closed and our artisans and mechanics
are out of work. More money will
make higher prices, better demand for
goods and a revival of prosperity.
“Goods and produce are too cheap
because people have no money to buy
lines of goods has been more than 60
per cent, in the pa6t six months. With
free silver the price of wheat and corn
would enhance in value. Dollar wheat
for the farmer makes him look at his
clothes. When they are frayed, he buys
new. He refurnishes his house if it is
needed, and so helps to start the furni
ture factories going again. It is so in
all lines. More money, the greater de
mand for goods. A single gold standard
would bring prices still lower and more
failures and more disasters for the peo
ple. We are partially upon a bi-metallic
basis now and that is in a measure our
salvation. Talking of free silver, our
mints could not turn out over $G0,000,000 per year—less than $1 to every in
habitant. Would that flood the coun
try? It would restore prices, confidence
and resuscitate business. That’s about,
I think, what free silver would do for us.
We want to take care of ourselves first
—European countries are able to take
care of themselves.
A White Thoroughbred.

[Cor. Spirit of the Times ]

Mr. V. L. Kirkman owns a snowwbite
thoroughbred colt, by Palestine and
Black Gal. The sire is a chestnut and
the dam a jet black. When the colt was
foaled there was a red spot on the top of
his head, and the tip of each ear was of
tlie same color, but he has shed off re
cently and is now white all over. The
colt’s skin is a beautiful pink. He has
grown into a very large colt, and appears
to he perfectly formed. He will be train
ed and raced as a two-year-old.

My little boy, when two years of age,
was taken very ill with bloody flux. I
was advised to use Chamberlain’s Colic,
Cholera and Diartboea Remedy, and
luckily procured part of a bottle. I
carefully read the directions and gave
it accordingly. He was very low, but
slowly and surely he began to improve,
gradually recovered, and is now as stout
and strong as ever. I feel sure it saved
his life. I can never praise the Remedy
half its worth. I am sorry every one in
this world does not know how good it is,
as I do.—Mrs. Lina 8. Hinton, Grahamville, Marion Co., Florida. For sale by
Eld. Dever.

Senator Hereford eaid:
“So I say that beyond a possibility of
a doubt—and there is no disputing it—
that the hill which demonetized silver
as it passed never was read, never was
discussed and that the chairman of the
committee who reported it, who offered
the substitute, said to Mr. Holman,
when inquired of, that it did not affect
the coinage in any way whatever.”—
(Ibid; page 989)
Senator Thurman said:
“I cannot say what took place in the
house, but know that when the bill was
pending in the senate we thought it was
simply a bill to reform the mint, regu
late coinage and fix up one thing and
another, and there was not a single man
in the senate, I think, unless a member
of the committee from which the bill
came, who had the slightest idea that
it was even a squint towards demoneti
zation.”—Congressional Record, vol. 4,
part 2, forty-fifth congress, second sess
ion, page 1064.
Feed the Nerves.

Upon pure, rich blood and you need not
fear nervous prostration. Nerves are
weak when they are improperly and in
sufficiently nourished. Pure blood is
their proper food, and pure blood comes
by taking Hood’s Sarsaparilla, which is
thus the greatest and best nerve tonic. It
also builds up the whole system.
Hood's Pills are the favorite family ca
thartic, easy to take, easy to operate.

It is reported in theatrical circles that
there has been another dissolution of the
Gilbert-Sullivan partnership, and that
the piece which will succeed “The Mika
do” will not be by Mr. Gilbert, but by a
well known actor and writer of comedy
in collaboration with Sir Arthur Sulli
van.

Bucklen s Arnica Salve.

Ths Beit Salve in the world for Cuts
Bruiaea, Sorea, Ulcers, Salt Rheum, Fever
Sores, Tetter, Chapped Hands, Chilblains,
Corns, and all Skin Eruptions, and positive
ly cures Piles, or ro pay required. It ir
guaranteed to give satisfaction or monsy refunded. Price 26 reels per box. For tale
bv Oso. R Baker A Son’s.
22feb-lv

The Rev. William Mcsse, of Do Kalb
county, Ind„ has, during his long life,
married upward of 1,500 couples. Re
cently, on his expressed wish, all these
couples to the number of 1,000, decided
to hold a reunion next month, with the
pastor as an honored and central fig
ure.

Merit

Made and Merit Maintains the confidence
of the people in Hood’s Sarsaparilla. I f a
medicine cures you when sick; if it makes
wonderful cures everywhere, then beyond
all question that medicine possesses merit.

Made

That is just the truth about Hood’s Sar
saparilla. We know it possesses merit
because it cures, not once or twice or a
hundred times, but in thousands and
thousands of cases. We know It cures,
absolutely, permanently, when all others
fail to do any good whatever. We repeat

Hood
’
s
Sarsaparilla '
Is the best — In fact the One True Blood Purifier.

I_l11 care nausea, indigestion,
IlOOd S r illS biliousness. 25cents.
■—■■■
•—
A movement is on foot for erecting a
statue of the late Sir Augustus Harris.
The hawk flies 150 miles per hour,the
eiderduck, 90; the rook, 60, and the
pigeon 50.
The value of the cotton exported from
New Orleans harbor last year was nearly
$75,000,000.
It is said that the health of the bru
nette type of eye is, as ft rule, superior
to that of a blonde type. Black eyes
usually iudicate good powers of physical
endurance. Dark, blue eyes are most
common in persons of delicate refined,
or effiminate natures, and generally

show weak health.
Foreign Bodies in the Eye-Ball.

[Medical News.]

A recent medical paper on magnetic
operations on the eye states that more
than 1,000 operations for the removal of
metallic bodies from the interior of the
eye ball have been performed, and in
each case the eye has been saved. In
most cases the iron splinters are remov
ed without any trouble. In one case, a
splinter 16 millimetres in length was re
moved; in another case a splinter was re
moved after several days, suppuration
having already set in, hut the eye was
nevertheless saved.

The longest distance that a shot has
been fired is a few yards over 15 miles,
which was the range of Krupp’s 130-ton
steel gun, firing a shot weighing 2,600
pounds. The 111-ton Armstrong gun
has an exfreme range of 14 miles, firing
a shot weighing 1,800 pounds, and re
quiring 960 pounds of powder.

Hood’s

Are much in little; always
■ ■ ■
ready, efficient, satisfac- ■■ , II _
tory; prevent a cold or fever,
I I EC
cure all liver ilia, sick head. ■

■ I IW

ache, Jaundice, constipation, etc. Price 25 cent*
The oul, pm, to take with Hood’. Sanaparilla.

PARK PICKUPS.
Knox County Sur*>* for Bryan.
We frequently hear some of the goldraw
wins
Jnst put it down that Bryan will carry bug rooters telling their l»ored listeners
Personal Mention of tbe Doings At rout
Knox county at the coming election that the silver dollar is worth 100 cents
the Land ut'Laugliing Waters.
Sherman’s Brigade Reunion, lobe held at
and by a rousing majority.
today because we have the gold stand
FRANK HARPER,
The action 8atunlay of the free silver ard and that the silver dollar in redeem (■atliered Together While Lake Hiawatha Park Sept. 1, 2,3, and
4, promises to be one of the greatest re
forces in uniting assures it.
able in gold.
This is nonsense, ot
Passing Along.
Editor ami Proprietor.
unions ever held in Ohio. Great in point of
Not only will Bryan sweep the county, course, but their whole argument is that.
attendance, great as io prominent men who
but the ticket placed before the people The next time they make this break >
will be present aud a great program of
And
Which
Inelude
Choice
Saturday
will
go
through
with
a
whirl.
$1.50 PER ANNUM IN ADVANCE.
just Hash the following letter at them:
music and eloquent addresses will be
Every man on the ticket will be elected
Treasury Depart* vr, Office of
rendered.
Local Happening*,
by a large majority. Just put that down, SucitETARY, Washington, I). C, Aug.
There is no better company of entertainers
NO. 5, MONUMENT SQUARE.
23, 1895.—A. W. Weeks, Winterset,
too.
playing any where than is on the boards at
Willie
Resley
Dies
in
Hrinkliaven
of
Iowa—SrR: In reply to vour letter of
the park Casino this week. They are
It was the largest and grandest con the 19th inst. YOU ARE INFORMED
Terrible Injuries Received Monday splendid people of onsiderable prominence
HOME TELEPHONE CALL NO. 3S.
vention that ever assembled in this THAT THERE IS NO LAW OR REG
Nlglit—Christian Conference at Fair- in the profession and deserving of a large
county, and all prtsent seemed deter ULATION OF THIS DEPARTMENT
view Church August 27, 28 and 29— patronage.
WHICH
PROVIDES
FOR
THE
RE
mined to do their part toward placing
HOC XT Vl’M’H, OHIO.
Other Doings.
DEMI 1TON OF SILVER DOLLARS
The program at Park Casino will com
Knox county in line for the cause «<f free OR SILVER CERTIFICATES 1X GOLD.
mence promptly at 8 o'clock and close at
THURSDAY MOUSING...AL’O 27, 1896. silver, the triumph of which is of so Silver certificates are, according to their
9:30 every night this week.
terms, redeemed by the government in
— Campaign Banner only 25 cents.
mu<h importance to the people.
Change in program every Thursday night
silver
dollars
only,
while
the
silver
dol

—
Retail
price:
Butter,
15;
eggs,
121.
The ticket placed in the field is a
at Park Casino.
lar,
being
a
standard
coin
of
the
United
DEMOCRATIC 11CRKT.
— Get up clubs for the campaign Babneb.
magnificent one. As to the ability of States, is not redeemable in any other
Harry Bell is the only wooden shoe buck
— The Banner for the campaign, 25 aud wing dancer in America. Gus Culbert
each candidate to till the otlice for which firm of monev.
IT
HAS
NEVER
cents.
For President,
he is the nominee, there is no person BEEN THE PRACTICE OF THE
— A daughter was barn to Mr. and Mrs son is a good singing comediean. The
WILLIAM J. BRYAN,
G<)VERN M ENT TO REDEEM SILVER Julius Rogers, Sunday.
McAvoys, Dick and Alice,will please you in
who
has
the
hardihood
to
gainsay;
and
Of Nebraska.
DOLLARS OR SILVER CERTIFI
a comedy sketch and with their songs and
—
There
will
be
a
meeting
of
the
Demo

as
to
the
personnel
of
the
ticket,
all
the
For Vice President,
CATES INGOLD. United States notes
inimitable dances- Baker and Lynne with
ARTHUR 8EWALL,
members of it are gentlemen of the high (greenbacks) and treasu.y notes of 1890 cratic Central Coraniitte, Saturday after La Petite K«gena,are always favorities,while
noon,
at
one
o
’
clock.
Of Maine.
are redeemed in gold when that is de
est character.
— A Bryau Silver Club will be organized the closing act in which tbe entire company
Mr.
Frank
0. Levering, the nominee manded. Both silver dollars and silver
For Secretary of State,
certificates are received by the govern at Gambier next Monday night. Good join, keeps the audience in one continual
for Probate Judge, is one of the best ment the same as gold in payment of speakers will be pre.-ent.
roar. Go to the Park Casino.
CHILTON A. WHITE,
To day occurs the annual outing of the
known lawyers in Mt. Vernon, and by all debts due the United States.
of Brown County.
Re
The three days o( grace, wh ich has
W. E. ClRTIS,
Judge of Supreme Court,
his careful handling of business, his in spectfully yours,
formerly been granted on certain obliga Ancient Order of Hiberniaus and no order
has had a finer time at the park than these
Acting Secretary of the Treasury. tions. expires by law September 1.
E. J. BLANDIN,
dustry and ability, has built up a lucra
people will have upon this occasion. They
Of Cuyahoga County.
—
Word
has
been
received
in
thia
city
of
tive practice. His knowledge of the law
^orth-IrinM Cor, Pub. Sqiuire.
Dairy and P<wxl Commissioner,
The United States has been on a gold the death of George XL Dunbar, in Ten are always out for fun and alway have it.
all
the
better
equips
him
for
the
impor*
The
Mystic
Circle
of
Columbus
will
be
at
PATRICK McKEOWN,
standard since 1873 with the result that nessee. Mr. Dunbar was a former resident
tant office for which he is the nominee.
01 Hamilton County.
the Park on Saturday of this week.
of tbis city.
An exceedingly popular nomination there is no gold in circulation. Nomi
Member Board of Public Work?,
— Hon. A. R. McIntire and Columbus
nally
it
might
be
claimed
that
there
is
THAT "FARMERS
EXCURSION
WILLIAM BEAUMONT,
is that of Mr. Justus D. Smoots for Sher
Ewelt, Esq .will address tba Bryan Silver
Of Licking County.
itl. There is hardly a voter in the whole a double standard, but practically silver Club at Green Valley school house, in The Rawest Fake Yet Worked by the
oointy who does not know “Justy’ is ignored. The Republican platform Wayne township, next Monday evening.
McKinley Gold Buga.
For Congress.
— The Sherman Brigade encampment
Smoots, and everyl xly who is acquaint s{>eake of the “present gold standard,”
Tbe rawest fake that has so far been
JOHN B. COFFINBERRY.
Watches From $1.50 Up.
Of Lorain.
el with him is his friend. DuringSbcrifl which it wants maintained until other begins at Lake Hiawatha Park next Tues- worked by the Gold Bugs in this campaign,
Allen’s term Mr. Smoots was the Dep countries agree to adopt bimetallism. lay. to which everybody is invited. Excel was the excursion of “farmers,” which
Call and see what you can i
For Common Pleas Judges,
uty, and became thoroughly familiar 1 he Bland law and the adoption by lent programs have been provided for each went over from this county to Canton
JOHN DAVID JONES,
♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦
buy
for little money in
session.
Monday to call upon Major McKinley, the
with the details of the office, and a more Secretary Sherman of the greenbackere’
of Licking;
On Aug 17, 18 and 31, Sept. 1,14, 15 candidate for President whom Mark Han Gents or Ladies' Watches
♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦
demand
that
greenbacks
be
received
efficient person never filled the position.
EMMET!' M. WICKHAM,
for custom dues were paitial relief, but 28 and 29, Oct 5, 6. 19 and 20 the C., A. & na has muzzled on the money question.
at F. A. Clough & Co.’s.
of Delaware.
He will make an ideal Sheriff.
C. railway, will sell Home Seekers excur
it was not gotten np as a farmers* excur
The nominee for Commissioner, Mr. the repeal ol the Blar.d and Sherman sion tickets to points in the 8outli and West sion, but the reports in tbe city papers
What IO to I Means.
laws struck down silver, and today we at rate of one fare for the round trip, plus stated that “500 farmers from Knox coun
Do you use Salt? and if you do, buy
We demand the free and unlimited coin Harrison Ferris, is one of the substantial are hating the hardest times the coun
the best No. 1 Fine Salt, $1.00 per bar
$2.
ty"
were
there,
and
that
“
H.
I).
Critchfield,
farmers
of
Wayne
to*
nship,
and
being
age ot both gold and allver at the present
try ever experienced, as a result ot the
— Can’t you get your neighbors to take the son of a farmer, made the presentation rel, at Warner WT. Miller’s.
legal ratio of 16 to 1. without waiting for a success at his own business, he can t>e
the campaign Banner? It is furnished at speech ”
gold
standard.
These
banks
are
not
depended
upon
to
look
carefully
alter
the aid or consent of any other nation. We
Steel Enameled Bine and White for
the bare cost of production, 25 cents, and
Now, the fact is that of the crowd that
demand that the standard silver dollar the public business in the otlice of Com bound to pay gold. They couldn’t do it
cooking at Frank L. Beam’s.
sLould
be
iu
tbe
hands
of
every
person
who
went
over
not
one-fourth
were
farmers,
and
shall be a full legal tender equally with missioner. Mr. Fen is was a gallant sol if they were. In 18?3, and since, a good
is seekiug information on the silver ques "farmer’s son” Harry Cri'chfield, liasn t
gold for all debts public and private —Dem dier during the war, and has a record in many of them could not pay 50 cents on
All the new colors in window shades.
tion.
been on a farm for fifteen years.
ocratic National Plntfurm, 1896.
the dollar in paper. Iu 1893 the na
New lace decorations. Wall shades,
that particular to be proud of.
— A party of young gentlexen from this
Mr. McKinley delivered an address on his all sizes and at the lowest prices. You
Free coinage means that silver and
Mr. Thomas R. Simmons, whom the tional banks ol New York City not only city consisting of Charles Baldwin, Ludger worn-out bobby the tariff and it abounded
gold bullion shall be coined without Populists presented as a candidate for refused to pay gold to their creditors, D O. Milless, Harry McFadden and Will in statistics and quotations from Presiden will save money by buying these at
ARNOLD'S. Also all kinds curtain
charge by the United States mints.
Clerk of Courts, and who was nominated but refused to pay them any money at Claik are camping at Delano's Point. They tial messages, showing that it hod been poles, sash rods, <tc.
Unlimited coinage means that all the by the Democratic convention foi that all, and forced them to take clearing are keeping open house to all their friends carefully prepared to deliver to an audience
gold and all the silver presented at the office, resides in Pike township, and is a house certificates or go without any and having a royal time.
of farmers.
Just received some of the finest dinner
.. ,
,
.
— I he inmates of the Columbus Hospital
For three fourths of the crowd who went
United States mints shall be coined into farmer by occupation. Last year be thing. A bank is not compelled to pay
sets ever seen for the money. Finethin VlllIdrCD S
^CllOOl
for
the
Insane,
to
tbe
number
of
of
51
over
to
be
palmed
off
as
tillers
of
the
soil,and
money.
was the nominee of the Populists for gold now, neither would it be under came over on a special train Wednesday, the report sent out over tbe country that“500 goods, warranted, and beautiful decora
The ratio of 1G to 1 means that the Representative. Prior to going over to free coinage of gold and silver.
tions. Sets that compare favorably
and spent the day at Lake Hiawatha Park Knox county farmers" called on McKinley with any $25.00 set ever sold, and at
number of grains of pure silver in a the Populists he was a Democrat.
They were accompanied by a band, which is tbe rawest kind of a confidence game.
half the price. Stop and see them.
silver dollar shall be sixteen times the
Last Friday night there was a big furnished music thioughout the day.
Tbe farmers of Knox county are not
Mr. John C. Hammond, the nominee
E. O. ARNOLD.
number of grains of pure gold in a gold for Infirmary Director, has been a Re Republican ratification meeting in Phil
— At the Hy county fair, held in Wester worshipping at tbe shrine of McKinley.
dollar.
publican until this year, and only recent adelphia. John Wanamaker, than ville, Knox county horses made an excel Most of them cannot afford, after being
See the new decorations in Forcelain
By full legal tender is meant that ly completed a service of six years in whom there is no better Republican, a lent showing. 3haiplander, owned by R robbed by tbe gold standard policy for so
Dinner Ware at Frank L. Beam’s.
P.
Hall,
won
the
prize
for
roadster
stallions
many years, to spend what little money
when a debtor oilers either gold or that office, and consequently ought to nmlli-niillionaire and a candidate for
silver to a creditor in anv sum whatever know what is needed for the best inter the United States Senate from Pengsyl- Patsy Clinker, owned by James Berry, won they can get for their products in running
STAXDARB PATTERNS.
the creditor is bound to accept the same ests of that institution. Mr Hammond vania, was one ol the principal speak the 2:40 pace; Jack, owned by Beny Bros over to Canton to see the candidate who
and driven by Billy Magers, won the 2:20 stands on a platform which decla*es for the
Ringwalt always has all
and discharge the debtor from his li is a fair representative of the hundreds ers. The resolution which embodied pace.
continuation of such a policy.
Standard
Patterns for each
ability.
the
keynote
of
the
meeting
read
as
fol

— The remains of Rev. Milton A. Sackett
of Republicans in this county who see in
To Bu’-gess McElroy, who was Oil In
lows:
month,
together
with those
who
died
at
his
borne
in
Cleveland,
Satur

spector,
oDe
of
tbe
fattest
offices
under
the free coinage of silver relief to the
Abraham Lincoln's Prophecy.
“We pledge ourselves, without dis day, arrived in the city Monday and were Gov. McKinley's administration, was as of the preceding month.
people for the present stagnation of af
"As a result of war, corporations foil*
signed the du ./ of getting up an excursion
fairs, and after the two national conven tinction of party, to do everything in given inter ment in Mound View, after
been enthroned, and an era of corruption
short service by Rev. J. H. Hamilton. Rev
Japanese mattings are one ol the
tions were held he cut loose from the our power to promote the election of Socktlt was pastor of the Preabyt-.rian of Knox county people who could be palm
in high places will follow, and the money
ed off as farmers, and to whom Mr. McKin
Republican party and enrolled himself McKinley and Hobart and to FOREV church in tbis city at the breaking out of ley could make a farmer-tariff address for nicest things of the age. Not like* the
power of the country will endeavor to pro
old fashioned matting. Finer, more
ER fix an honest and unchanging gold
the civil war.
after circulation in this campaign.
beautiful and more durable. You can
long its reign, by working upon the preju under the banner of Bryan and free sil standard for our currency."
— The fire department made a run to
As the day for the excursion grew near it see the finest line of these goods at
dices of the people, until all wealth is ver. When the Bryan Silver Cmb, of
Does this look like the Republican Jennings store, about ten o’clock, Thursday became evident that the crowd would not ARNOLD’S ever shown, and at prices
aggregated in a few hands, and the repule- Millwood, was organized a few weeks party cares for international bimetal
night, where some bunting had become be large, so tickets were supplied free to all from 10 cents to GO cents per yard.
ago,
he
was
unanimously
chosen
its
lie be destroyed. I feel at this moment
lism?
Doesn
’
t
it
place
the
Republican
ignited from a gas jet in the rear of the who would go, and were passed around Stop and see them.
more anxiety for the safety of my country President.
paity hand in glove with John Bull? Do room. The blaze was small and was ex among residents of this city. It is presumed
I'r.
J.
J.
Scribner,
the
other
Populist
If your eyes need atten
than ever before, even in the midst of war."
tinguished without the aid of the fire de
given a place on the Democratic ticket we not now see the reason why the partment. Merchant Policeman Mike that tbe tickets were paid for out of money tion, do not neglect them,
—Abraham Lincoln.
contributed
to
Mark
Hanna
by
tbe
Wa
”
for Coroner, needs no introduction to the British press and the plutocrats of that O'Brien discovered the li-e aud turned in street gold bugs.
but consult F. A. Clough,
Columbus Delano’s Honest Views
people of Knox county, where he has island are so anxious to have McKin the alarm.
The fruits of an exclusively gain basis, practiced medicine so long and success ley elected? McKinley’s election means
Optician, and have them
— The Board of Education held a meet
Marriage Licenses.
which we have already harvested, are too fully. Dr. Scribner also saw sen ice in the single gold standard. It means a ing Saturday morning, and postponed tbe
George M. Reinhart and Maude A. Robin properly fitted with perfect
currency policy dictated by Lombard opening of school until September 14, son.
abundant and disastrous to justify its con the civil war.
fitting Spectacles or Eye
street in London. Do the American Misses McMillen and Hall, teachers, wete
tinuance. It has depreciated all values.
C. V. Cates and Quinie Steever.
This is the ticket. It is a winner,
Glasses.
Jt has made the creditors richer and the
Henry Brown and Eia Shoeman.
people want this?
advanced to the B Grammar grade, and
Miss Grace Gossage selected to fill tbe va
debtors poorer.—CoLVMBl’ft DEI.ANO, in
Davis’ O. K. Baking Powder, every
THE TRAVELERS’ BONANZ A.
John Sherman, having whiskers, we cancy caused by Mias Hanna's resignation
the Mt. Vernon Republican of Febru
can warranted to give entire satisfaction
Janitors
were
hired
for
all
the
buddings
suppose,
would
be
called
an
anarchist
ary 2d, 1895.
Cheap Rates Offered Tourists Who or money refunded. Trade supplied at
especially after it is known that he said except the Fifth wa*d.
Desire to Travel During Summer.
wholesale prices by Wabxkr M iu lr.
The man the shylocks of London and
— The next annual session of the Mt
in the Senate on July 11, 1876, the
Fur
the
G.
A.
R.
National
Encampment
The
next
President
of
Vernon, Ohio, Christain Conference will be
New York want for President of the
Money.
following:
held at the Fairview Christain church, Knox to be held at St Panl. Minn., the C. A A C
United States is not the man the people
the United States, will
If you nave money to invest I can
The enormous effect of the law’ in county, August 27, 28, and 29. There will Ry., will sell excursion tickets to St. Paul
want.
speak at
Germany, and aa a conseqence the be preaching services each day and evening and return at rate of $14 30 from Mt. Ver secure you first mortgage loans on Knox
paitial demonetization of silver coins, I
non. Tickets on sale Aug. 30,31 end Sept.l county real estate, not only as safe as
To secure a rise in the puces of labor
supjxise, is felt by every man, woman It is expected that arrangements will be good going only on date of sale and good Government bonds, but at double their
and labor’s products it is only uccessary
made
for
a
grove
meeting
on
Sunday.
Rev
rate of interest.
P. B. Chase.
and child who buys or sells anything
returning until Sept. 15th, inclusive.
to increase the quantity of real money
A struggle for the possession of gold at Dr. C. J. Jones, of Marion, Ind., will preach
For
the
Sherman
Brigade
Re-union
to
be
once arose between the g.-eat nations on Sunday. AU persons who are interested
In the evening. There
to correspond to the size of the demand.
because anybody could see that if $3.- in these services are cordially invited to at held at Mt. Vernon Sept. 1 to 4, 1896. the
This is about the only way, too.
will be a grand Demo
C., A A C. Ry., will make rate of one fare
2C3,OOO,C3O of silver coin was demone tend them.
for the rourd trip from all stations on thei
cratic
demonstration
all
tized
and
$3,5CJ,0CJ,CJ0
of
gold
coin
—
Willie
Resley,
the
14-year-old
son
of
Under the gold standard there will be
made the sole standard, it would enor Druggist Resley, of Brink Haven, met with line. Tickets on tale Aug 31, and Sept. 1
day.
an ever increasing contraction of all
mously add to the value of gold, and a horrible accident Monday evening. He good going only on date of sale and good
We have just received
values except that of gold. The pro
the bank of France, the bank of Eng was riding on the tender of a C , A. & C. returning until Sept. 5, inclusive.
a
new lot of
duction of gold does not keep up to the
land and the Imperial, bank of Ger
On August 29, 30 and 31 and September
many at once commenced grasping for yard eugine at th*t place, and fell off. The the Baltimore A Ohio railroad will sell ex
growth of population and business.
Will leave Millersburg
gold in whatever form. Therefore, tender and engine both passed over him, cursion tickets to Indianapolis, Ind , at rate
what we have observed recently is not cutting both legs off below the knees. Drs.
at 8:30 a. m., Mt. Ver
The people of the West have never
so
much the fall of silver as it is the Russell, Black and Lee, of this city, were of one tare for the round trip, account
been lucking in patriotism. It will not
non at 10:C0 a. m., Cen
Tickets will
rise of gold, the inevitable effect of a taken to Brink Haven on a special engine, Gold Bug Convention.
do to call them rebels, anarchists and
terburg at 10:30 a. m.,
fear of the demonetization of silver.
and amputated the crushed members. Asa be good for return until September 7, 1896.
repudiators because they resist the
On August 29th tbe B. A O. R. R. will
There is so much truth in this state result of his injuries, he died Wednesday
and arrive in Columbus
Also Ladies’ and Chil
sell excursion tickets to Sandusky, Ohio at
scheme of London and New York
morning, at 6 o'clock.
ment
that
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benefit
at
11:30.
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y
low
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account
Brotherhood
ot
money kings to enslave them.
— The new whistle recently adopted as
of those who worship at the shrine of
Brink Haven will be
Locomotive Enginecta excursion. Train
Baltimore
&
Ohio
standard
is
a
regular
Sherman.
I? the United States must begin ask
steamboat chime and unlike most of tbe will leave Mt. Vernon at 6.-50 a. m.
95c; Danville, 90c; How
On August 26 and 27 the Baltimore A
ing the consent ot Europe as to what
whistles in use on the other lines- It is
ard, 85c; Gambier, 80c;
Ev* < Senator A llison, in the face of coarse but melodious, and easily distin Ohio Railroad will sell excursion tickets
policies may be adopted it will be neces
to Columbus, Ohio, at rate of one fare for
Mt. Vernon, 75c; Cen
thestoim that is sweeping over the guished from the voice of the Pennsylvania the
round trip, account Gold Wing Demo
•ary to ask her consent as to our tariff
cratic
State Convention of Ohio. Tickets
terburg,
60c.
The
re

wheat
and
com
fields
of
Iowa,
finds
it
engines, and approaches nearer to the
policy. Tariffs are as much a*hiatter
will
be good for return un’il August 28.
expedient
to
cast
anchors
to
the
wind

sonnd
made
by
the
engines
of
the
Lake
turning
train
will
leave
for international agreement as its coin
1896.
ward, and attempts to allay it by pre 8hore. Tbe Lake Shore was probably the
age.
___ ____ _________
Columbus at 10:30 p.
dicting that international bimetallism is pioneer in adopting the chime whistle for
m. Tickets good on all
Senator Thufston, who made the
near at hand. The gold papers of the passenger engines. Several of the engines
The Milliners + +
regular trains, includ
accusation that Hon. William J. Bryan
East predict it impossible, because inter now running between Pittsburg and Colum
bus and Pittsburg and Cumberland on 'be
bad been in the employ of mine own
ing the train that leaves
WARD KLlKk
EAST VIVE STREET.
national bimetallism depends upon its Paltimore and Ohio have been equipped
GP ^NT A STEVENS
—
Managers
ers, and who was called down for the
Columbus at midnight.
acceptance by England, and England* with the new whistles.
falsehood, has written a letter in which
Hard
as the great creditor nation, will never
— Miss Celia Rose who is now confined
THREATENS WAR!
he acknowledges the lie, although in a
and
accept. Why should she, when the in the Richland county jail on the charge Thursday Even’g, Aug. 27, M
gingerly manner.
Son.
Britishers draw $300,0C0,000 in gold of killing father, mother and brother by ad
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England'. Army Is Rack or McKin
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from
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a
year
as
interest
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well known bank in this city has re
Sedalia, Congo, Powell Run’
The follow ng -Tom the London Times on bonded and other investments? ol Rev. Castle, the M. E minister of Perrys
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and
30
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Performers.
Senator Allison preaches a different
ceived word from twenty-four of its cor speaks for itself:
and Massillon Coals. Of-‘ Children’s Shoes for Spring wear in all
ville. It is stated that she gave poison to
--------- IN THE--------responding country banks that they
“The election of W. J. Bryan—a doctrine in Iowa from the one taught by four chickens which died and afterwards
lice and yards South Gay the newest and most stylish toes and
will support. Bryan and free silver b: young man from Nebraska, and an im the gold hugs of Wall street and their prepared jne of the po soned fowls for din
REALISTIC POWERFUL DRAMA,
street. Branch office, F.agle
cause their prosperity depends upon passioned orator, but hitherto an un followers.
ner and exteuded an invitation to Rev. Cas
Drug store. Phone No. 9. shades, and at prices that are lower
the prosperity of farmers, and as the
tle to share the hospitalities of her home
known
politician
—
as
the
Democratic
people in their communities are all one
than the lowest. Call and see for your
McK’NLEY has finally made an ex
Give me a call.
candidate for the Presidency—seals the pression on the financial issue. He The Rev. passed the house at the noonday
way, they must stand by them.
hour, but fortunately not seeing anybody
.1. M. STYERN. self.
adherence of the Democrats to the Sil sayB that he believes in steriingthe mills about tbe premises drove on to another
Ask yourself who wants the gold
Replete With Pathos and Fun.
ver ites. The gravity ol the situation rather than the mints in coining the place and thus escaped tbe trap laid for him
A full line of Trunks and Valises.
standard? No one but the office holder
can hardly be exaggerated. It is by no silver of the world. This will go down
Abounding With Numerous Specialties.
and l>ond holder. Why do they want
means so certain that Mr. Bryan may in history as one of the profound utter
AMUSEMENTS.
------------it? Because it makes the dollar dearer
Reserved seats now on sale at
OF WORDS, BUT FACTS.
not be elected, and if he should be, and ances of a great man. It is so full of
and enables them to buy more of your
Green
’
s
Pharmacy,
“
bokhage
days
.
”
Congress
decrees
that
silver,
which
is
FOR
SALE.
wealth with it. Why should we have
hope to labor, to the farmer, to the
Teis (Thursday' evening the theatrical
dear dollars and cheap muscle? Why worth today half a pound, shall be merchant. It bristles with wisdom. It
A few thousand of the
season >n Mt. Vernon will open with the bou t Fail to See the Great Pifkaninny Rand
should we have dear dollars and cheap worth live shillings, and that ail nation
farms and farm product*-?—Portsmouth al gold bonds shall be paid in silver,there is poweiful as well as happy. It will do presentation of L, C. Stewart’s new play,
finest ?arieties for FALL
to frame alongside of that profound “Bondage Days.” This play has been or
Times.
Prices—All Down Stairs,50c; Balcony or SPRING planting.
will be war between this country and the saving of the French Queen who told ganized and rehearsed in this city under the
35c; Gallery, 25c.
Secxxxaby Carjisle said in his United States before this time next
If you want a few choice
her people when informed that they management of Mr. L. C Stewart, all af the
speech in the House of Representatives year. Ihe great capitalists who forced
HOME
GROWN plant
had no bread, to eat cakes. McKinley taleut being foreign. Tbe plan of the play
Administrator’s Notice.
No. 3 South MainSt.
Kirk block.
in 1878: “According to my view of the Gladstone tooccupy Egypt WILLCOMbelieves in starting mills; the Queen be is not materially different from that outlined
let
us
hear
from you.
OTICE
is
hereby
given
ihat
the
under

subject (lie conspiracy which seems to 1 EL A \ Y GOVERNMENT IN OFFICE
in the Banner several weeks ago. The cast
signed has been appointed and quali
lieved in eating cakes.
But the mills will de double, half white and half black.
BIGLER & CO.,
have been formed here and in Europe HERE TO DECI ARE pH AGAINST don’t start, and there were no cakes.
fied as Administrator de bonis non with
IN ALL KINDS OF
A number of new specialty artists have been the will annexed of tbe estate of
to destroy by legislation and otherwise AMERICA, sooner than that their
No. Ill S. Main st., (Holbrook’s Dental
ENOCH BAKER,
from three sevenths to one half of the
engaged
thereby
rounding
out
whatever
Office),
Mt.
Vernon,
O.
late of Knox county. Ohio, deceased, by the
metallic monev of the wer’disTHE holdings of American l»ondd shall shrink
Some of the more reckless goldbugs weak points it may have had. The pica- probate
court of said county.
MOST GIGANTIC CRIME OF THIS to half value.
ninny
band
is
one
of
tbe
best
in
the
busi
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descend to the depths of meanness in
OR ANY OTHER AGE.”
C. E CRITCHFIELP,
Labor's Attitude to Silver.
attempting to frighten the poor old ness. Tbe plot of tbe play deals with that
Administrator.
The American Federation of Labor, soldiera hy tel’ing them that the rc l>eriod of American history indicated by its
Why didn’t McKinley talk on the
title and is a harmonizing of Ihe two aides of
At Dever's Drugstore you
one
of
the
strongest
labor
organizations
real issue to the Knox county “farmers”
monetization of silver will reduce their southern life during that period. The ren
No. 20 N. Main Stree
who called on him last Monday? He in the world, declared in its national {tensions one-half. This is the most dition of plantation melodies by a chorus of
Straw Hats, 5c to 50c. Summer Coats, 25c to $2 00
can find a full line of
had not a word to say on the money conventions in Chicago (1893,) Denver outrageous falsehood, of course. The edored voices is one of the most pleasing
Linen Pants 75c to$1.50. Negligee Shirts, 25c to $1.00*
question, but instead delivered a care (1 894,) and New York (1895,) for the quickest way to answer it is to show features of the entire entertainment. There
PURE DRUBS,
Light Weight Pants, 25c to $2.50. Suits, $3.25 to $0 00
fully prepared address on the tariff—a free and unlimited coinage of silver and thrt the Republican plalfjrm favors the is not a dull line in the whole play, and
We
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+
+
+
worth,
Jo.00 to $10.00. Only a few left. Keep cool by
DRUG
SUNDRIES,
from tbe time the curtain rises until the
subject in which nobody is interested gold nt the ratio ol 1G to 1. Here is remonetization of silver, provided ti e band
LIJMBBR
ASB
COAL
plays
*
Dixie,
”
the
audience
never
calling
on
just now and so far as this campaign is the resolution:
European nations give their consent. If want for entertainment. “Bondage Days''
Chamberlain’s Colic, Cholera
PATENT MEDICINES,
concerned, is a last year’s bird’s nest.
greeted with a jmcked
Resolved, That it is the deliberate remonetization means the reduction of will no doubt
and Diarrhoea Remedy.
Hanna stiil keeps McKinley muzzled on judgment of the American Federation
house.
PERFUMES,
the only question of the campaign.
of Labor in delegate convention as pensions, then the ReptibHcans favor
Notes
From
Democracy.
A
Full
Line
Munyon
’
s
Rem

TOILET WATER8,
sembled, that Congress should re-enact the reduction of pensions, provided
Wm Edgar and C. H. Hanger went to
A farmer was talking the other day the law of 1837 which provided for the Europe assents.
edy
Danville Monday on business.
The One Price Clothier, Hatter and Furnisher, S. W. Corner Public
SOAPS,
to a friend when he said: "You know free and unlimited coinage of both golJ
Rev. Brandt occupied the pulpit at the
Square and Main St.
Dr. Scribner’s Tonic Bitters
I’ve been a life long Republican, but I and silver at the ratio of 16 to 1, thus
Hoke Smith has resigned /.om Pres Baptist ebu'eh Sunday.
TOOTH, NAIL
AND
and
Liniment
Ouro.
notico where Mark Hanna is organizing restoiing the American law of coinage ident Cleveland’s cabinet as Secretary of
Tbe meeting held Wednesday evening.
as it was until 1873, when silver was
HAIR BRUSHES,
a committee of millionaires to run this demonetized without debate and without the Interior. Mr. Smith is a Democrat Attgnst 19, for the nurpose of organizing a
silver club was well attended aud much
A Full Line of Diamond and
campaign, and I also notice that they the know ledge of the American people, and believes in supporting the ticket of enthusiasm manifested.
Tbe following
CLOTHES BRUSHES.
Magic Dyes.
are aul scribing hundreds of thousands and that this should be done at once, his party. After the Chicago conven tern pot ary organizat.on was effected:
T. R Si mmons; Secre'ary, J. 8.
of dollars to carry on this work. Now, without waiting for the cc operation of tion he no longer found congenial po Cbaitman,
Barnhart. The u»xt meeting will be held
Rosin---In Large Quantities The Finest Line of Cigars
what are they giving this money for? any other nation in the world.
litical company with the President and Thursday evening of this week, when the
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for Your Sealing Wax.
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be
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and
tbe
perin the city.
On the gold basis our money is no^ the cabhict and had the manhood to j manent orgtnization eLechd. Lee Miller,
think so. I am going to east my first
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A GENUINE BARGAIN SALE THIS
WEEK!

| To Clean Up Odds and Ends Before ||
s
Putting in
Fall
and Winter®

Goods.

THESE BARGAINS ARE ALL "UP-TO-DATE” GOODS.

ISTIXZOXq- &c GO..

irowni
and Sperry,

RING W ALT

30

Jackets—6 to 12
years—were $2 and
$3, vour choice for
$1. ‘

1H TDM flEDIICTlUM
On our Entire Line of’

SATEENS.

FIGGED aod DOTTED ORGANDIES,

All our 20 and 25cent Figured Sat
eens now 121 cts. LAWNS,

DIMITIES,

Ladies’ Capes.

Au elegant line of
Black Capes for
ladies, at all prices.
All our Colored
Capes at big cut in
prices.

WILLIAM J. BRYAN

COLUMBUS. SEPTEMBER 1

25

LADIES

Pieces new Fall Dress
Goods in fancy
mixtures.

SPECIAL TRAIN

TRIMMED HATS

AND BONNETS,

20

SWISSES,

■/SHIRT WAISTS.

THEY MOST BE SOLD.

RINGWALT

Pieces new Fall Dress
UNTRIMMED HATS
Goods in Black
AND-TURBANS. Novelties.

♦♦♦♦

McGOUGH

&

DERMODY,

WOODWARD OPERA HOUSE

THEY ARE

Coal! Coal!

BEAUTIES,,

Bondage Days!

NOT . . . .

Free
Fotnase

SILAS PARR

The Delineator of Fashions
In Fine Footwear. ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦

N

SCRIBNER & CO.,

NOTICE!

HOT WEATHER

JAMES PATTERSON

STADLER,

DOORS,
SASH and
MOULDINGS.
HIGHEST GRADES,
LOWEST PRICES.

Our Ice Cream Soda and Phos
phates are of the best.

ED. DEVER,

F KM CUDNTY U
To Carry

the

Day

for

Bryan and the

Free Coinage of Silver.

proceedings occupied a seat upon lbs stage,
was introduced by Chairman McKee and
made a few remarks in which he gave a
good report of bright Democratic prospects
in the other counties of the Sub division.
After adopting the customary' resolution,
as required by law, giving the committee
power to fill vacancies should any occur on
the ticket, the great convention adjourned-

that place it occupied prior to 1873; and we
are in favor of the free and unlimited coin
POPULIST CONVENTION
age of both silver and gold at the rati > of 16
to 1, without consulting the wishes or de Agrees to Conference Report and
mands of any other nation or people of
Selects Clerk and Coro
God's green earth.
ner for the Democrat
Chairman McKee announced that the
of a county ticket was next in
ic Ticket.
Assuring the Defeat in Knox County of the onomination
der and called for the presentation of
The call for the Populist convention, for
candidates for
last Saturday, stated that the meeting would
Allies of the Wall Street
PROBATE JIDGE
be held in Bishop's hall. But when the
For this office only one name was pre Democrats went to Woodward Opera
Money Power.
sented. In a neat speech, W. A- Harris House, thue leaving the Court room vacant,
named Frank O Levering, and commended the Populists changed bate aud repaired to
him as a gentleman fully equipped to dis the Court House.
charge the dutias of the office in an emi
It was twenty five minutes past ten when
Foster Tulloss arose and nominated Syl
their organization to farther tha success of nently satisfactory manner.
Coiambus Ewalt moved tbs nomination vester Welker lo act as Chairman, in the
tbs campaign of the Gold Bugs, and be it
said to the credit of the Populists that they of Mr. Levering by acclamation, and it was absence of the regular Chairman, James
replied such an ignoble and unholy accordingly done.
McGinley.
Mr Levering was called for, and taking
scheme.
L. G. Welker then nominated T. R. Sim
The proposition for a union was accom the stage thanked the cinvention for nam mons, of Pike, for Secretary.
plished in spite of the efforts, both fair and ing him for the office and promised when
On motion of Mr. Welker, a committee
dishonorable, of the Republican leaders; he was elected that he would fill the office of five, consisting of Foster Tulloss, C. H
and the allied silver forces of Knox will to the best of his ability.
Milter, L. G. Welker, H. Wilson and Israel
SHERIFF.
pile up for Bryan the largest majority eve'
Lanning, was appointed to draft resolutions.
For this nomination two names were The committee retired to the jury room,
given any candidate for the Presidency in
the county, and elect by an immense rai- presented to the convention.
where they remained in consultation for
In one of bis characteristically happy and some lime.
jority the county ticket placed io nomina
effective speeches, L B. Honck named
tion on Saturday.
Finally, Chairman Welker went over to
Justus D. Smoots for the place
the jury room and in a few moments re
CLnton M. Rice presented James F. turned, followed by the committee.
The weather last Saturday was not calcu
lated to bring together a large crowd, but Smith, of Union, and gave his candidate a
L G. Welker reported the resolutions,
the dtscending water did not dampen the good send-off.
which were somewhat lengthy, and which,
ardor of the hosts interested in the cause of The Chairman ordere! a ballot, and ap in short, demanded the free and unlimited
the people, and they gathered together ip pointed J. J. Kelly and French Severns as coinage of gold and silver at a ratio of 16 to
Mt. Vernor in large numbers and wi<h a tel era.
1; that
all
political
parties
be
The ballot resulted in the nomination represented on the boards of election; that
determination that boded no good to the
HERE IS THE TICKET.
of Mr. Smoots, the vote standing 100 in his taxation he made upon only that property
Knox county Allies of Wall street.
For Probate Judge,
It was a great githering that met at favor, to 27 for Mr Smith.
remaining after deducting its indebtedness;
FRANK 0. LEVERING.
There were calls from all over the house that tfficial salaries be reduced; that the
Woodward Opera House—a lepreseutative
For Sheriff,
body of the Knox county Democracy. • The for Smoots, and the popular nominee re laws prohibiting child labor be rigidly en
JUSTUS D. SMOOTS.
convention was called to order by Colum sponded, and thanked the convention for forced; that public printing be let to the
For Commissioner,
bus Ewalt, Chairman of the Democratic the nomination, and promised to discharge lowest bidder; and that the party maintain
HARRISON FERRIS.
Central Committee, who stated that it was the duties of the office in such a manner as its local organization. On motion of Lew
For Clerk of Courts,
the most important convention held iu the not to bring dhcredit upon those who elect Reynolds, the resolutions were adopted.
THOMAS R. SIMMONS.
county for many years, as the ticket lo be him.
Foster Tul oes offered a resolution that a
CLERK AND COROFER
nominated would rot only be elected by a
For Infirmary Director,
committee of three be appointed to confer
JOHN C. HAMMOND.
large majority, but that the campaign in
At this point in the proceedings it was with a similar committee from the Demo
For Coroner,
Knox is opened, in which the county will announced that a committee was in attend crats, in regard to a fusion on the local
JOHN J. SCRIBNER.
do its full duty in contributing its part in ance from the Populists' convention, and ticket.
helping to carry’ Ohio for Biyan by 50.000 Dr J. J. Scribner, the Chairman of that
Lew Reynolds offered an amendment
majority, and help in the great cause of re committee, stated to Chairman McKee that providing that the convention accept the
HERE IS THE PLATFORM.
storing silver to the place it held prior to the Populists' convention had adopted the work of the committee as final.
He, the Democratic party of Knox county, the crime of 1873. Mr. Ewalt slated that report of the Conference Commitbe, and
This amendment brought oat a prolonged
Ohio, in convention assembled, hereby endorse the committee had selected Mr. Curtis W had named Thomas R Simmons, of Pike discussion among those present. L. G.
McKre as (haitman of the convention, and township, for Clerk of Courts, and Dr. J. J. Welker opposed the amendment while
the platform of the Chicago Convention, anil
called that gentleman lo the stage Chair Scribner for Coroner. Chairman McKee Hendricks McKee favored it. Finally. Mr.
our State platform, adopted at Col umbus; and man McKee was given an enthusiastic wel communicated this information to the con Reynolds withdrew his amendment, but
we do especially commend and endorse tha come when he assumed the chair. He vention, and a dozen voices moved the eveu then the d scussion continued. Isaac
portion of said platforms which demands the returned his thinks f >r the honor and im gentlemen named by the Populists for Clerk Critchfield thought the committee should
restoration of silver to that place ii occupied mediately started tbs convention to work and Coroner be nominated for the offices be clothed w ith enough authority to act,
by calling for the naming of the Secretaries
without fearing a reversal by the conven
prior to 1873; and we are in favor of the free John M. Blocher moved that Etner W- indicated. When the motion was put it
went through with one swelling acclaim of tion.
and unlimited cnnage of both silver and gold Tulloss, of the Fourth ward, and E. A. approval, and than the convention broke
Dr. John J. Scribner offered an amend
at the ratio of to 1, without consulting the Wolfe, of Howard, be Secretaries, and the out in a roar of deafening cheers.
ment ihat the committee he instructed to
Mr. Simmons, the nominee for Clerk, was accept not less than two places on the
wishes or demands of any other nation or motion carried unanimously.
The roll of townships was then called’ called for, and it was announced that he ticket, but the amendment received no
people of God's green earth.
and the credentials of the delegates were was not present. At the time of his nomin second
handed up. The following is the list of
ation he was serving as Secretary of the
Hendricks McKee was iu favor of asking
If there was a lingering doubt in the
TUX DBLEGATES:
Popnlists’ convention.
for but one place, for the rrason that there
Berlin—M C McGugin. C M Switzer, Wru C
mind of anybody as to how Knox county
Dr. J. J. Scribner, tha nominee for Coro were six plares on the ticket and the PopuG A Welker. Michael Hess.
will go at the coming election, that donbt Gittin,
Butler—Miller W 8<>n,e, Chaa D Mitchell, TS ner, was next called out ar.d he responded lista cast about one-sixth as many votes as
was removed last Saturday by the action of Parker, J J Elack. LA Nethers.
the Democra's
Brown— John Snivel/, John Gardner, Allen briefly, saying that he had been heartily in
the Democratic county convention in ac Scholes.
Judson Lon ry, Chas Grubb, J Si Motz. favor of the fusion of all the elements in
Then the original question, to appoint a
College
—
A
D
Welker,
A
J
Bickel,
Chas
Sapp,
ceding to the wishes of the Populists for a J K P Laudvrhatigh, W H Jacobs.
the county who were enlisted in the com com mil lee of three to confer with the
fusion, and the placing on the ticket of two Clinton—Hiram Fish barn, Henry Keigley. mon cause for the free coinage of silver,and Democrats with regard to fusion, came up
Anderson. Kiclianl Braggy. F M Shelter.
of their members, for the offices of Clerk of Thoe
Clay—F B Dudgeon. Leander Hays, Geo O had done all in his power to bring it about and was unanimously adopted, not a dis
the Courts and Coroner, and the nomination Daniel. J 1* Snyder. W O Elliott. P W Greiff.
for the sake of the success of Bryan. So far senting vole being cast. TheChairappoint
Harrison—J O McArtor. W C Faucett, George
of a free silver Republican to the office of Purdy,
as the office of Coroner was concerned, his ed Dr. Juhn J Scribner, B. F. Tulloss and
C E Wolfe. James Scott.
Infirmary Director -thus bringing about a
Howard—Legrand Britton, Eli A Wolfe, Tbos associates had asked him to take the place, H. Wilson as members of the committee,
Stdpley, Wm K Durbin. P A Berry.
union of the forces who have a common B Hilliar
CJt'pdyke. J M Huddleston, John and although it was not much of an office, and the convention adjourned until "2
interest in the desire to see the great cause McGuire. T J Lyal, Royal Biggs. Daniel Green. yet he did not feel like declining, if it was o'clock sun lime.”
Jackson
—
John Cochran, C 8 Darling. D C Meof the restoration of silver prevail at the lick. Ross Horn,
C8 Cotrell.
thought that he wonld be of any oenefit to
AFTERNOON.
polls by the election of William Jennings Jefferson—James Binbangh, James Baker, R the cause serving in that capacity.
It was twenty minutes past two, "sun
H Hyatt, Thos Scoles, Wm Shultz.
Bryan to the Presidency and a Congress
I-lbi rly— Ransom Yoakum, Edward Jackson.
time, ’ whin the convention reassembled.
COMMISSIONER.
that will stand at his back and assist him Jacob Diehl, Denton Cramer; Scott Myers.
B F. Tullcse, for ihe conference committee,
Monroe—John Adams, V A Young, W B Adams,
Now
came
the
real
fight
of
the
conven

in,the grand work of breaking the fetters Thompson Douds. George Gates
reported
ihat the committae had been offer
Milford— F M Sutton. J L Scott, W L Botten. tion. As soon as Chairman McKee an
that bind the people of this country as field.
ed the «. fliers of Clerk and Coroner on the
George Gearhart, C B Jackson.
nounced
that
the
nomination
of
a
candidate
slaves of the Money Power of England.
Miller—H II Eagle, J C Iiartsock, John Morri
Henry t'rippen, S R Batcher.
for Commissioner was in order, an amusing rej.it ar Democratic ticket, and tecommendThat Knox county will do its full duty in son,
Morris—A B Thrift. John Rinehart, W II Boyd,
tcene was presented. Nobody arose to pre ei that the stme he accepted.
helping to bring about the result so desira H II Young, C C Beckley.
Mcshac Critchfield moved that the report
Middlebury—Robert Clark, John C Levering, sent a name of a candidate,but immediately
ble for the welfare of the masses of the Headley
Craft, Abraham Hetrick.
and inggeations of the conference commit
the
four
candidates
and
their
friends
began
Morgan
—
Chins
M
Hayes.
G
U
Hayes,
J
J
Tul

people, la now assured. “In union there is
Wm I Arrington, E C Tulloss.
to hustle among the delegates and supplied tee be accepted The motion was put and
strength!” And the union of the free silver loss.
Pike--A T Reed, J J Stofer, W 15 Shipley, Sam
carried, Lew Reynolds voting “no.”
them with tickets. It looked like the con.
forces of Knox couuty means that Bryan uel Simmons. T J Braddock. S D Parish.
After the report had been adopted, L. GPleasant—Thomas Barber, Mark Miller, F W vention was going to proceed to a ballot
will have a majority of at least 500, and it Severn*, David McCalla, Thomas Taylor.
Welker, who had b«en quoted as opposing
without
the
formality
of
names
being
pre
Union
C
M
Rice,
Ross
Hunter,
Ellis
Rightmay run as high as 1000. There is no tell*
fusion, sprung the point that had been
mire, John Weaver, Geo Beal, H W Swigert, A sented.
ing what it will pile up to. The sentiment V Kirkpatrick.
Wayne—Perry Cover, John F Jones, Weller
After wailing for several minutes for the advanced by their Republican "friends,”
in this county tor the remonetization of Bonar.
It J Whorton, Emerson Grubb, Miller
naming of candidates. Chairman McKee that the party would lose its identity and
silver is so general and so strong, that there Mendenhall.
the local organizatian be lost. He objected
First
Ward
—
C
W
McKee,
Jerome
Rowley,
John
is no way of calculating in advanoe, with M Armstrong, William P Weiss, Ungh Neal, Alex facetitiously remarked that if it were not for strongly to sailing under the banner of
the hustling going on on the floor of the
any degree of closeness, just what the ma Debolt.
Ward—Clark Irvine, Morgan Roberts, convention, one might be led to the opin Democrtcy and s'a'ed that there wonld be
jority for Bryan will be, but that it will be L Second
B Houck, J J Kelly, John A Armstrong
150 Democratic votes cast against the ticket
very large, there is nobody with any polit Third Ward A H Singer, E A Caven, Wilson ion that there were no candidates for the on account of fuaion.
W A Harris, J M Hall.
important
office
of
Commissioner.
He
ical sagacity or experience in politics who Johnson,
Fourth Ward—J M Blocher. Emer W Tulloss,
H. Wilson asked whether they had sur
S It Gotshall, Harry Hill, E Kennedy.
stated that he desired to present a name to
will honestly deny it.
Fifth WaH -W D Porter. D B Tattle. Chas. the convention, and then trotted out Col. rendered any principles, whether they had
There hss been the greatest split of par Ilger.
John Lee.
not end- rsed the National ticket? Consid
Sixth Ward—W D Bru.ning. James Rogers, John P. Dettra in good form.
ties this year the politics of the country George
Blocher, E B Braddock.
This brought the other “spell-binders” to erable discussion prevailed, until a motion
has ever known. In every national con
E A- Wolfe, of Howard, stated that the
by Meshsc Csitchfield, to proceed to select a
vention that has assembled this year there Populists, who ware in session at the court the front
Clerk and Coron er, was carried.
W
AHarris
presented
George
Rummel,
has been a split of some sort, except the house, invited a conference on the subject
B F. Tulloss piesented the name of T. R.
National Silver party, which ia a new or of a fusion, and moved the appointment of of Berlin township, and made the point,
Simmons, of Pike township, for Cleik, and
ganization for a specific purpose of exist a committee of three persons to confer with which bad mnch weight with the conven
tion, and which was cheered, viz: that the he was unanimously chosen. Meshsc
ence, ae its name indicates.
a like committee from the Populists' con
Alt along the line the tendency has been, vention at the noon recess and report at the nominations for Probate Judge and Sheriff Critchfield nominated Dr. John J Scribner,
had been given to Mt. Vernon, and it was for Coroner, and he, too, was unanimously
and will continue to be, for all citizens, re
afternoon session. The motion prevailed
only fear that the Commissionership should chosen.
gardless of past party affiliations, who are
without a dissenting voice, and the Chair go to tlie country.
Mr. Simmons thai ked the convention for
in favor of the restoration of the silver dol
man named as snch committee E. A Woife,
Ed. Braddock next named Harrison Fer the nomination. Declared he wes a Bryan
lar to the place it occupied prior to the act
of Howard, John M. Blocher, of the Fourth
man, out ar.d out. He waa in favor of
of 1873, whereby it was robbed of its money
ris, of Wayne township.
ward, and William Boyd, of Morris.
quality in a surreptitious manner and at
David McCalla presented R H. Bebout, of fusion, because he realiz»d that in anion
Columbus Ewalt moved the appointment
lay the only power to dethrone the domi
the instigation of the so-called “financiers”
Harrison township.
of a committee of five on resolutions, which
of Lombard street, London, and their allies
This completed the list of candidates, and nant rule of the money sharks. He was
carried, aud the following parsons were a ballot was ordered.
interrupted by Meshsc Critchfield, who
of Wall street, New York, to get together
named on the committee:
Columbus
The first ballot resulted as follows: Det- moved that the conference committee report
and labor for the Common good of all
Ewalt, of the Fourth ward, L B. Houck, of
the result of Ihe convention to the Demo
trs, 35; Rummel. 43; Fertie, 45;Bebout, 22.
against the allieJ forces of the Money Pow
the Second ward, Emerson Grubb, of
The second ballot was as follows: Dettra, cratic convention, which was carried.
er, which is made up of the gold-bugs of all
Upon motion of I Lanning, the conven
parties, who are still in favor of continuing Wayne, LaOrand Britton, of Howard,and 26; Rummel, 43; Ferris, 74; Bebout, 5.
the grinding policy upon the people, and W. A. Harris, of the Third ward.
By some mistake, three votes more than tion adjourned, subject to the call of the
Emrr W. Tulloss moved the appointment
increasing their burdens instead of lessen
there were delegates in the convention had committee.
ing them, in order that the Money Power of a committee of five to meot with the can been cast, so Chairman McKee ordered an
didates to select an Executive Committee.
may continue to get richer and riebtr.
other ballot Before it commenced, Bebont
OLD FRIENDSHIPS RENEWED.
As the tendency all around has been for The motion was adopted, and the fol and Rummel withdrew as candidates, and
lowing
persons
were
selected
for
that
pur

the free silver advocates to gat together, it
the ballot was taken- As the count prog- Struble Family Hold Their Seventh
was but natural that the feeling should pose: Emer W. Tulloss, John Berry, Jr., gressed it was evident that Ferris was the
Annual Reunion, Aug. 13.
pervade the ranks in Knox county, and ao J. M- Armstrong, Frank Harper, William
inner, and Col. Dettra interrupted the
The annual reunion of thnStruhlv family
Boyd.
it was that when some of the prominent
proceedings and moved that further count was held on Thmsisy, Aug 13. at tlie
The convention then took a recess until be dispensed with and that Mr. Ferris be beautiful country home of William Wy.
Populists proposed a union of the parties,
there were many Democrats who looked 1:30 o'clock.
unanimously nominated by acclamation. ken, near Lucerne, and was one of tlie mo t
AFTERNOON SESSION.
with favor upon (lie idea, and the more it
The motion prevailed amid much enthusi interesting yet held.
Just after the convention had been called asm.
was thought over and discussed, the greater
Those from a distance who were present
favor it received, until it was finally adopt to order, Chairman McKee called for the
Mr. Ferris was called to the stage and at the reunion, wers Daniel Slmbls and
ed with a unsnimity and enthnsiasm that report of the Conference Committee. E. A. accepted the nomination in a short speech daugh'er, of Dunlap. Ohio, and Rufus Sears
betokens a grand and sweeping victory next Wolfe, from that committee, stated that in which he thanked the convention.
and wife, Mansfield. O.
they had met with a similar committee
November.
In the yard long tables were set. canopied
INFIRMARY DIRECTOR.
As soon as it became known to the Re appointed by the Populists' convention,and
overhead
by a roof«.f canvass to keep off
When it came to nominating a candidate
publicans that an effort was being made in it had been agreed to recommend to the
the rain and sun. Upon these were spread
for
Infirmary
Director,
C.
E
LogsJon.
of
the direction of the fusion of the free silver Democratic convention to leave open on the
Danville, made a short and impassioned part of the contents of the biskets which
forces of Knox county, the leaders of (hat ticket, to be filled by the Populists, the
speech in which he stated that as it was the loaded the feital board. At the first table,
organization at once set to work to prevent nominations for Clerk of Courts and Coro
program to unite all the free silver forces eighty-two people were sea'e 1 when Elder
it. They knew well enough that it meant ner, and to recommend to the Populists*
of
the county, he thought that the Free John Struble invoked the Divine blessing.
to the Republican parly of Knox county a convention that they mike no nominations Silver Republicans should be represented on After all had eaten the assembly was called
certain and overwhelming defeat if such a for the other places, and that the parsons •he ticket, and thereupon presented John C. to order by the President, Win. Wyker.
they should designate for the two offices
union was accomplished.
Exercises opened by singing flicretary C
Hammond, of Union township.
L Dalrymp!e then read the miuutes of last
All of a sudden the Republican leaders named should be nominated by the Demo*
L.
B.
Houck
piesented
James
W.
Coe,
of
cratic convention.
meeting,
which were approved. He a’sa
became wonderfully interested in the Pop
W. A. Harris move! the adoption of the Mt Vernon.
read a geneological paper setting forih tlie
ulists and took great care to impress upon
Richard
Braggy,
ef
Clinton,
moved
that
report of the Conference Committee, and it
lineal descent of this branch of the Struble
them the patriotic im|>ortaiice of maintain,
was seconded from all over the opera home. Mr- Hammond be nominated by acclama family. Letters of regret were read from
ing their party orgauizstion. That was the
lion.
As
two
names
were
before
the
con
Remarks were called for but there was no
Hon. G. R. 8truhle, ToleJo, Iowa- Hon.
burden of the song of the leaders of the Re
responie, and when Chairman McKee put vention, Chairman McKee ruled Mr. Isaac 8truble, LeUare, Iowa; Wm. Struble,
publican party in and about Mt. VernonBraggy
s
motion
oat
of
order.
where all the Republican wisdom of the the question to a vote it was adopted unan
At this point Mr. Coe secured recognition Cincinnati, Ohio; Mrs F. W. Struble,
county la auppoeel to be lodged and where imously, not a single vote being recorded He stated that he was in favor of nailing Malinta, O. Mrs. Dan. 8truble, of Freder
against it when the negative was called for.
icktown, delivered a pleasing address of
all the devilment is hatched, and all the
There was much enthusiasm in casting the all the silver forces, and therefore withdrew welcome in verse—“Welcome Thia Day
motherly care for the Populists finds ori
his
name
and
moved
the
nomination
of
Mr.
vote and a feeling of satisfaction over the
With Gladness.'’
gin.
outcome, as everyone of the vast crowd Hammond by acclamation. The motion
Elder John Stiuble delivered a short ad
In the wonderful and non partisan inter
carried
amid
tumultuous
cheering
and
ap
present knew what such action meant—the
dress, stating that during the year he had
est the Republican leaders suddenly devel
plause.
routing of the arrogant Court House Ring
oped for the Populists, they displayed too
Mr Hammond being called for, accepted formed the acquaintance of Daniel Struble,
and the carrying of Knox county for Bry
of Dunlap, Ohio,and discovered that he is a
muoh zeal and rather overdid the business.
the nomination.
an.
lineal descendant of Peter Struble, who
When it came to officers of the Republican
Thia
concluded
the
work
of
the
conven

The report of the committee on resolu
came from Germany in 1748. The gathering
Executive Committee writing letters to
tion.
tions was then called for, and L. B. Houck,
Populists, iu which they endeavored to
Chairman McKee introduced Mr. Charles waa then favored with a song by Miss Ada
the Chairman of that committee, took the
impress them the importance of pat
C.
Morton, of Chicago. Mr. Morton is a Struble, entitled “Paps Came This Way.”
stage and read the report whicli was received
The old corps of officers were re elected
ting a connty ticket in the field and "main
nephew
of Mr. J H. Milless,of this city,and
with a slortn of applause and cheers and
as follows: 1’reriJont, Wm. Wyker; Vice
taining their party orgauizstion”; and when
formeily
resided
here.
While
yet
a
boy
he
adopted with a hurrah. It reads as follows
it also came to the Republican leaders send
removed to Salem, Illinois, which at that President, Fred Struble; Secretary and
THE RESOLUTIONS.
ing out couriers over the county to make
lime was the home of William J. Bryan, Treasurer. C. L. Dalrymple, Chesterville, O.
We, the Democratic party of Knox coun and the two were boyhood chums. Mr. It was decided to hold the next meeting at
personal visitation to the Populists and use
every method of persuasion to induce them ty, Ohio, in convention assembled, hereby Morton told many interesting things about the home of Dan Struble, Fredericktown,
to nominate a county ticket, then the endorse the platform of the Chicago Con the Democratic nominee for President, Ohio, Ihe last Thursday in August, 1897.
eyes of the ntsj »rity of (he I’opul sts ware vention, and oar State platform, adopted at which the convention thoroughly enjoyed
opened wi le to the fact ihat the “interest”
— Who will get up the largest club for
Hon. Emmett M. Wickham, of Delaware,
the Republican to called leaders manifested Columbus; and we do especially commend one of the Democratic nominees for Com the enmpaign Banner ? The price has been
in their welfare had back of it nothing but and endorse that portion of said platforms mon Pleas Judge, who had come over to pul at the coat of printing it—only 25 cents.
a base and selfish motive - a desire to use which demands the restoration of silver to attend the convention and who daring the Only 25 cents until the election.

A

Magnificent Ticket of

Great

Placed in the Field,

Strength

NOT “A SILLY BREAK.

SOCIETY SCINTILLATIONS.

Facts Regarding Buckingham's Ac
tion in tlie Political Circular Matter.
it is the i>olicy of the Banner not to pub
lish anything it cannot substantiate.
When Campbell Buckingham rushed over
to the Republican office with a political
circular from a firm of wool buyers in
Boston, and which purported to be a private
letter to him, and mentioned that bis wool
had not yet been sold, and then went on
with a McKinley Gold Bug-Wall street
dissertation, the Banner took the matter up
and stated with emphasis, that the Boston
wool dealers did not have a pound of Buck
ingham's wool in their possession and
hadn't purchased a pound of this year s
clip from him, and challenged Mr. Buck
ingham to deny the truthfulness of the

Visitors Here and Elsewhere—Sun

assertionTbs Banner could not afford to make
such a positive sta'emsnt without being
fortified, and it was forlifiadIn the next issue of the Republican ap
peered an attempted reply to the statement
of Ihe Banner. Instead of Mr. Buckingham
accepting the challenge of the Banner and
over his own signature denying the truth
fulness of what thia paper stated, the Re
publican publishes a statement which is
attributed to Mr. Buckingham and which
says that he "has sent them (the Boston
wool firm) 25,934 pounds of this years
clip.”
Now for the Banner’s authority for mak
ing the statement and issuing the challenge
it did
It is not generally known that ex-Commissioner Chas A. Young is a partner of
Mr. Buckingham in the wool business. It
is a fact, nevertheless
When the “private
business It Her” appeared in the Republican,
Mr. Young called at the Banner office and
was properly indignant that his partner had
been running politics into their business.
Mr. Young stated it as a positive fact,that
not a pound of their wool had been sent to
Patterson Bros., of Boston, but that he and
Buckingham were holding this year's pur
chases in their ware room for arising mar
ket.
After Buckingham's action in prostituting
the business of himself and his partner to
base political ends in the interests of the
Gold Bugs’ campaign, which will the
people of Knox county believe—Bucking
ham or Young? For our part, we will ac
cept Mr. Young's statement in preference
to Mr. Buckingham’s,and underthecircumstances we believe the people generally will
give it credence.

JUNE TAXES.
Settlement Sheet Completed by Aud
itor Blocher,

Showing the Amount of Funds Due
the Various Corporations

and Townships.

Auditor Blocher on Friday completed bis
settlement sheet for the Jane taxes, show
ing the distribution of funds to be as fol
lows:
JACKSON.

Road fund..................................
Township fund..........................

$ 19 97
209 33

BUTLER.

Road fund.................................
Township..................................
Special . .....................................

$ I 00
82 40
134 17

UNION.

Road........
Township...

..|109 32
.. 106 56

dry Items of Gossip.
Miss Laura Porter is visiting friends in
Fredericktown.
Mr. T. C McCue,of Akron, 8}>eot 8unday
with frieDds in the city.
Ex-Clerk of Courts Hugh Neal is in Ten
nessee on legal businessMrs. W. J. Vance and daughters are visit
ing relatives in Akron.
Mr. Harry Macfadden, of Cleveland, is
visiting friends in the city.
Miss Nellie Flocken, of Bucyrus, ia the
guest of friends in the city.
Miss Rosebud Sapp is spending the sum
mer with relatives in Danville.
Legrand Britton and son Carl, of Howard,
are spending the week in Marion.
Miss Myrtle Fowler and Miss Lett Freder
icks are visiting friends in Detroit.
3Miss Clara Bell, of Centerburg, is visiting
Miss Belle Anderson, N. Main street.
Ex-Councilman T. F. Cole returned Sat
urday from a trip through the WeFt.
Mrs. H. Horkheimer and daughter, of
Wheeling, are visiting Mrs- A. Woife.
Miss Laura Whiteside has returned from
a visit with relatives in Frankfort, Ky.
Mrs Nellie Russell has returned from a
pleasant visit with relatives io Chicago.
Miss Estelle Jamison has returned from
an extended visit with Cleveland friends.
Mrs. John R. Doalfs and daughter have
returned afteran extended visit in Michigan
Mr. 8idney WsldoR, of Erie P*., was the
guest of his sister, Mrs. Harry Parnell, last
week.
Mrs. Robert Grimm, of Trenton, N. J ,
is the guest of her mother, Mrs- Belle Mc
Comb.
Miss Lulu Con try man is in Cincinnati
making purchases for her fall stock of mil
linery.
Miss Mary Maloy, of Monongahela, Pa.,
is the guest of her ccusins, the Misses
Spearman.
Mrs- Eva Kerr returned to her home at
Columbus, Monday evening, aecompened
by Miss Mary Cassil.
Mrs. W. D. Roberts has returned from
Midland, Mich., where she has been the
guest of her parents.
Miss Kate Tighe, of the C. U. telephone
exchange, is Ihe guest of her brother, 8. A.
Tighe, of Columbus.
Mr. Clark J. Cluster and Mr. Charles Vigley, of Mansfield, were the guests of Miss
Bertha Blocher, Monday.
Mr. and Mrs. Harry M. Green, accom
panied by their son, returned Saturday from
a trip to Detroit and tlie lakesDr- and Mrs. Bye, of Indianapolis, have
returned home after a pleasant visit with
Mr. and Mrs. C. T. Ensminger.
Mrs. M. M. Spencer and daughters Peail
and Belle, of Cleveland, are visiting Mis.
Wm. Jamison, E Sugar street.
Mrs. A. C. Dickinson and children returned
to Canton, Saturday, after a pleasaut visit
with Col. and Mrs. C. F. BaldwinMr. and Mrs. Wm. Craig,and their guests,
Mrs- Woodruff and Miss Nellie Borsch, re
turned Monday evening from a trip to
Detroit.
Mr. W. A. Beer, of Ashland, vised his
son Charles Beer, several days the past
week. While in the city he made the Ban
ner a pleasant call.
Mrs. Wm. U. Koons and daughters Kath
leen and Laura, accompanied by Miss
Fannie Thompson, returned yesterday from
atrip lo Niagara Falls.
Mr. Dennis Qnaid left for New York
Monday night to purchase fall goods, re
gsrdlees of the threatened flooding of the
country with "fifty cent dollars.”

JEFFERSON.

Road..........
Township ..

..$ 40 41
... 23 2 43

BOARD OF ELECTIONS

Township....

..$ 9 73 Organized for the Ensuing Year—U.
H. Cassil, Clerk.
... 55 22
The Knox County Board of Elections met
... 167 99
at the Commissioners offioeThursday morn
....... 1123 14 ing and organized for the ensuing year. 8.
....... 123 58 H. Peterman and F. O. Levering filed tLeir
certificates of reappointment. Mr. Peler
....... $ 16 47 man presided and called for nomine
....... 108 68 tions for Clerk- The Democrats put
forth Columbus Ewalt while the Republi
...... $ 4 20 cans named H H. Cassil- After five ballots,
....... 128 39
....... 110 45 no choice having been made, it was decided
to draw lots Both names were placed in a*
..,..,1191 97 hat and shaken up. Mr. Cassil'a name was
drawn ont, and he was accordingly declared
....... $ 52 78 Clerk for next year.
....... 76 06
Dr. A. T. Fubon was then elected Chief
10J 27 Deputy. It was decided to have the head
quarters of the Board in Mr. Peterman's
....$
office next year. After allowing Mr. Ewalt
$3, as services for Clerk, the Board adjourn
....... $295 GO ed.

Road .............
Township......

....... $ 38 16
....... 264 33

Road .............
Township......
Special..........

....... $ 5 54
....... 73 04
____ 364 35

Road.........
Township...
8pecial........
Road .........
Township...
HARRISON.

Road .........
Township...
Road .........
Township..,
Special .... .

Township ..
PLEASANT.

Road .........
Township...
COLLEGE

Road ......
).........

Road..............
Township......
Special...........

....... $ 43 31
....... 78 11
........ 246 44

Road .............
Township......
Special...........

. ...... $ 80 34
... ..... 371 21
........ 297 37

Road.............
Township......

....... $ 5 04
....... 231 96

R ied .............
Township......
Special....... 4..

...$ 21 09
... 166 79
.... 95 82

Road ...........
Township......

.... $100 13
..... 371 69

Road ..............
Township.......

32
....$
.... 391 47
MIDDLEBURY.

Road...... ............ .....................
Township................................

.... » 11 45
.... 369 74

HILLIAR.

Road ........................................
Township.................................
Special..................................... .

.... $ 99 02
.... 522 30
.... 632 75

FREDERICKTOWN.

Road ........................................
Corporation..............................

....$ 5 21
.... 565 24

BUCKEYE CITY.

Road ........ ..............................
Corporation.............................

.... $ 22 28
.... 103 37

DANVILLE-

Road ........................................
Corporation.............................

.... $ 34 41
...218 75

GANN.

Road ................ ............... .....
Corporation.............................
Liquor......................................

.....$ 4 59
..... 242 88
..._ 87 07

CENTERBURG.

Road .......................................
Corporation..............................

.... $ 15 26
.... $302 34

MARTINSBURG.

Road ..........
Corporation

..... $ 1 72
..... 46 40

Road..........
Corporation

.... $ 5 70
..... ”44 09

MT. VERNON.

Special................
Corporation ........

Road................
Liquor.............
Sewer.................
Paving................

.$ 4,482
. 10,591
158
1,701
786
1,896

67
53
46
94
48
56

SCHOOL FUND.

Jackson.........................
Butler..................................

Union............................
Jefferson........................
Brown...........................
Howard.........................
Harrison.................. ..
Clay...............................
Morgan ............... -........
Pleasant ........................
College..........................
Monroe.........................
Pike..............................
Berlin...........................
Morris................... .......
Clinton .........................
Miller............................
Milford .........................
Liberty..........................
Wayne...........................
Middlebury .................
Hillier .........................
Mt. Vernou...................
Bladensburg..................
Millwood.......................
Danville.......................
Martinsburg..................
Fredericktown .............
Centerburg ...................
Gann .............................

..$ 3?9 84
.. 1.017 99
... 74 30
... 1,581 24
- 1,095 98
... 1,471 91
... 1,146 47
.„ 510 01
.. 651 32
... 1 201 47
... 1,498 81
.. 427 23
... 1,660 86
.. 901 36
... 849 61
.. 1 842 31
.. 1,484 46
... 1,760 68
... 995 73
._ 1.027 42
... 911 89
- 944 02
... 9,697 19
... 647 59
... 124 45
... 1.004 34
... 724 11
2.554 07
... 1,443 46
... 800 68

M. J. Becker Dead.

Word was received in this city Monday,
of the death of Mr. M. J. Becker, consulting
engineer and real estate agent of the Pan
handle, which occurred at Mackinac Sunday
evening. He spent 51 years of his life in
railroad service, and during that time he
was chief engineer of the Panhandle for 29
years. Mr. Becker was also engineer of pub
lic works of the Slate of Ohio from 1857 to
I860. Seven years later he became connect
ed with the Panhandle and remained with
the company until his death. He was made
consulting engineer and real estate agent
when the offices were rearranged at Pittsburg
last January and Thomas Johnson was
mads chief engineer to succeed him. De
ceased was well known in this city, having
married Miss Ellen Itvine. They have
two daughters and a son living.
Got the Wrong Cane.

Mr. Lyman Gates lives at Brandon, and
is one of the most ardent Republicans in
the county. Mr. Gates attended the recent
Republican campaign opening at ColumbusAbout the first thing he did after arriving in
that city waa to purchases McKinley caneor at least that is what he tried to do. The
bead of the cane was supposed to be a bust
of McKinley. Mr. Gates carried the cane
with considerable pride all day at Columbus
and when he got back to Brandon ex
hibited it to hie friends with more than
ordinary pleasure. The cane was haDdad
around for examination,and it was soon dis
covered that instead of a McKinley cane it
was a Bryan cane that Mr. Gates bad been
lagging around. Then the laugh was on
Mr. Gates.
A Correction.

Owing to misinformation, the Banner
last week erred In stating that Mr. Thomas
George was arrested by Deputy U. 3. Mar
shal Mason. Mr. George accompanied the
Marshal to Columbus on business of a pure
ly private character. The Taylor woman
bad threatened to sue Mr. George forgiv
ing the keys to Mr. Back and he went to
Columbus to see her concerning her alleged
suit.
Miss Banks was taken to a hotel while
under arrest, bnt was released on Thursday
on $300 bond, for hearing September 3-

Uniformed Bank Encampment.
Kokosing division, No. 71, U. R. K of P ,
left for Cleveland. Monday, where they
went into camp for a week with the Ohio
brigade and brigades ftom several other
slates. The advance guard, consisting of
Mayor Hunt, Wm. Appleton, Frank Smith,
C. G. Hunt, Charles Phifer and Wm.
McGruder left for Cleveland Saturday to ar
range the details of the camp. The Division
left on the 7.23 train Monday morning, ar
riving in Clevelane that afternoon.

C, A. A C. WRECK.

RSKRIi SEWER
QucMiou
DiMCUKMcd * in
Council Holiday Wight,

And a Motion For ItM Con
struction Im Ixwt.
Auditor Blocher Files His Statement of
Distribution of June Taxes—City So
licitor Stirs ' Matters Up a Little
Concerning City Telephones—JM41L44 Transferred to General Fund.
The only absentees at roll call Monday
night, when the City ^Council met, were
Messrs. Meyers, Thayer and Vance, all
three of the gentlemen being outot the
city. President Bogardus was in the box.
The Mayor was present and occupied a
seat near the President.and allowed his helm
ing countenance to shine down upon and
illuminate Ihe proceedings. Clerk Chase
read the rainntes of the previous meeting,
which were adopted. The Mayor was the
first man at the bat. He reported $10 col
lected in fines and licenses and nominated
I’. B. Kirk and Frank Moore for library
trustees, to serve a terra of two years. Both
were declared safe and finally scored.
Mr. Ransom wanle I $149.44 transferred
from the condemnation to the general fund,
this being a portion of the sum authorized
to be transfeired by a recent act of the
legislature. It was ordered done.
Mr. Ransom als> requested that the
Board of Health issue no more orders on
the sanitary fund, unless O. K.'d by the
finance committee. This brought the Mayor
to his feet and a little tilt ensued. Both
men quieted down and play was resumed.

SILENT MAJORITY.
MRS. LOUISE SPERRY,

wife of I. N- 8]>erry,residing a short distance
south of the city, died Friday morning after
a prolonged illness lasting over a year. De
ceased was sixty-nine years of age. The fu
neral occurred at the home, Monday after
JUNE TAXESWhen it came Auditor Blocher's turn to noon.
bat, the Clerk read his report, showing (lie
distribution of the June taxes, of the city,
IIOSMEB C. MKLICK.
as follows:
Hosmer C. Mslick, a well known farmer,
Special—
whose icsidence was in Jackson township,
Sanitary........................................... $ 597 76 one mile east of Bladensburg, died sudden
Waterworks............................
3287 16
Natural Gas........................................ 597 76 ly last Thursday. With others, he was
engaged at threshing on the farm of B. F.
Total ......................................... 44482 67 Del/ong, in Butler township, that morning,
Corporation —
and without any warning he fell to the
General Revenue.......................... .$ 881 25 ground and expired almost instantly. Heart
Street Lighting................................ 3586 44
Fi«..................................
1793 22 disease was Ihe cause of death. The
Sewer..................................
149 44 funeral took place Friday morning, inter
Police................................................. 104605 ment being at the Bladensburg cemetery.
Street Paving...........
Deficiency, Sinking aud Interest.... 747 17 Rev. Woods conducted the service. Deceas
Condemnation..........
110
ed waa 49 yeais of age and is survived by
Public Library................. ....... .
448 30 his wife and six children.
Public 8quare...........
149 44
Street.... *..............
...... 448 30
ADAM M’gOCGH,
Sanitary .....................
2<R 98
Aged 56 years, a resident of Monroe Mills
Tutsi ............................ ...........$10594 53 died Monday, after a prolonged illness ot
8treet Funds—
consumption. He was the father of four
1st ward...............................
f 96 00
2d ward................................ .......... .7 60 66 teen children, nine of whom, with the
mother, survive him. The funeral occurred
31 ward............
4tb ward............................... ............ 73 00 Wednesday morning, at St. 'Vincent de
5th ward..............................
• 70 00 Paul’s church, and interment was made iu
6tli ward............................
43 30 Calvary cemetery.
Total............................ .............. $448 30
MRS CATHARINE GEORGE,
Road Funds—
1st ward .............................. ............. $ 22 6B Widow of the late James George,died at her
2d ward................................
14 67 home on E. Vine street, Wednesday at ten
3d ward................................
90 31 o’clock. Dejeased was 85 years of age.
4th ward............................
10 09
5ih ward........ .................. ............ 13 54 She was born in New York city, October 25,
7 j? 1811, married Thoe. George in 1835, and re
6th ward..............................
moved to Mt. Vernon in 1852, where she
Total ............................. ............ $158 46 has since resided. The funeral occurs this
Liquor Tax Police fund....... .......... $ 850 97 afternoon, at the residence.
General Revenue................. ......... ’ 850 97
Total............................ ........... $1701 94
8ewer, Main......................... .......... $786 48
"
local........................
0 00
Total ............................ ............... $786
Paving, South Main Street...
41236
"
North *'
" .. ...»...... 630
“
Plum Alley.......... ......... - 29

48

52
26
78

Total............................. ............. £1896 56
EASTERN DISTRICT SEWER.

Mr. McFeely offered a resolution
authorizing the construction of the
Eastern District 8ewer.
Mr. Welsh
objected lo Boms of the decisions and wanted
the matter tabled until he could refer to the
book of rules. He was not posted on the
matter, he said. This led the Mayor to
casually remark that the gentleman from
the Fourth didn't seem to be posted on any
of the questions. The resolution was ap
pealed to the National Board, and the ap
peal lost
The City Solicitor called attention to cer
tain ground rules, which the Councilmanic
club had been violating. It was in regard
to telephones, anJ read as follows: “When
ever any telephone shall have been placed
in the Mayor's, Clerk's or Marshal's office,
the pay for the same shall come from the
general, and not the fire, fund.” In the
discussion that followed several of the
players were in imminent danger of being
heavily fined. It was settled by taking
Bogardus out of the box and substituting
McFeely, while the tegular pay ordinance
was passed.
Col Cassil ruse up in center field and ex
tended an invitation to all members and
ladies to attend the reunion of the Sherman
Brigade, at Lake Hiawatha Park, Sept. 1 to
4. and upon Mr. Larimore’s suggestion the
same w«s accepted.
Mr Coe had heard some talk about a
street paving experiment' He thought it
wonld be a good time to fix up the coach
ing lines on Vine street, between Sandusky
street and B <fe O. tracks
Upon motion of Mr. West, the game was
cslled for five weeks.

Another Silver Club.

A Bryan Silver Club was organized in
Harrison township, at the township hous»,
Monday night- A large crowd was in at
tendance, and the meeting was spirited and
interesting. The officers are as follows:
President, Workman Faucett; Vice Presi
dent, W. A. Ulery; Secretary, Ellsworth
Laughrej; Treasurer, G. W. Lepley. Messrs.
F. O. LeveriDg and Ed. Biaddock. of this
city, delivered addresses on the mousy
qnestion.

FREE OT

IMG.

PROF. LEE F. LYBARGER,

Addreasett Heeling of llryan Cluli Friday Wight.

Wext Heeling to be Addrenned by T.lt. Nimmons.
The Reverend Gentleman (Joes After the
Gold Bugs Much After the Style of a
Man Hunting Blackbirds With a
Gatling Gun—He Was Given a Rous
ing Reception.
Despite the attempt of the subsidized
press and tliegolJ brick orators to create the
impression that the "silver level" is dying
out, the cause gjes triumphantly along
rallying to its standard new ct nvrrts every
day. There has not been a meeting of the
Bryan Silver Clnb which has not been a
large and enthusiastic ore. Their chief
characteristic has been the spbntaueous out
pouring of the masses to these meetings.
Thetu was no special attempt made to
pack Kiik ball last Friday night. Although
the meeting had been pioperly announced,
it was not thought that there would be any
more than the usual crowd. But they began
to arrive as soou as the doors were opened.
Not only that, but they continued the good
work until every available seat in the ball
was filled and many were compelled to
stand. A low estimate would place the
number at 600.
Owing to the improvements that have
been made in the ball.it was found necessa
ry to have the audience face the South side,
where a stand bad been improvised for tlie
speaker. The meeting was called to order
by President Chase.who happily introduced
Hon- Emmet M. Wickham, of Delaware,
candidate for Common Pieas Judge. Mr.
Wickham arose amid the applause that fol
lowed, and made a short address to the Club,
making a very favorable impression upon
his hearers. He is a scholarly looking
gentleman has rare legal attainments and
will be a power on the bench.
When Pres. Chase arose to introduce Rev.
G. W- Ball, the audience gave vent to a
mighty cheer. As the old war horse of
Prohibition advanced to the speaker's table,
a pleased expression came over his face, and
any doubt as to his reception was dispelled.
The gentleman was at his best, and for
two hours he riddled the fallacies of a gold
standard in a style that was truly refresh
ing. The old gentleman, who has grown
grey serving his Lord, at times allowed his
attitude to approach that of the revivalist,
but never one* did he lose sight of God and
the cause for which lie was speaking. He
began by stating that it was the first time
in his life that he had addressed a Demo
cratic meeting, but when the power of man
had grown defiant in the face of the Lord’
it was time to crush it. After a little further
explanation with regard to his position be
began a logical dissection of the vital issues
of the campaign Every question of the
opposition was taken up, caiefully analyzed
and its error exposed. His speech was one
of enlightenment. The Reverend gentle
men did not resort to personalities, but
gave an impassioned and manly argument
for the cause of the masses against the
classes. In reply to the denial of the gold
bugs that the equal coinage of both metals
would not advance the price of silver, he
quoted from a market report showing that
the price of silver had advanced seven per
cent, in Mexico, since the gold bugs began
the importation of Mexican dollars for
campaign purposes. At the close of hie
speech he was given a vote of thanks by the
club.
The Club will hold its next regular
meeting Friday evening, at which time it
will be addressed by Mr. T. R. Simmons,
Democratic candidate for Clerk.
— The Banner until after the election for
25 cents.

LAKE HIAWATHA PARK.
FBBB—CASIXO- FREE.
Every Evening Next Week,

Mt. Vernon, Saturday, Aug
Unequalled
ust 29,
Vaudeville
At 7:30 o’clock p. m.
Attractions
Prof. Lybarger will also address an

open air meeting at Millwood, Friday
evening, Aug. 28.

Headed by

DICK—McAVOYS— ALICE

SEED WHEAT.

Introducing Acrobatic and Eccentric
Dancing and Original coinic Songs with
Banjo Accompaniment, and supported
by other com pent people.

We have two cars choice selected
Western Beed wheat, which will sell at
cost, for cash, at 70 cents per bushel.
The Northwesters Eievator & Mill
-Co.

No Charge for Admission to Casino.
Admission at Gate o Cents.

LOCAL NOTICES.

Board, tuition, room and books, $3 a
week at Franklin College, New Alli
ens, O. Send for catalogue and plan to
earn expenses.

Performance begins at 8:15.

Any Time
You are suffering from the
overindulgence of eating too
much summer fruit, or have that
“all gone” feeling of the stom
ach, relief is found if you try

LOCAL GRAIN MARKET.

Corrected weekly by the North-V
ern Elevator A Mill Co.
Wheat, new......................... .........
52
Wheat, old................ .......... ..........
55
Corn....................................... ..........
25
Oate........................................ .......... 121
Taylor’aDiadex Flour......... ........ $1.10
“
Best Flour.............. ......... 1.00
Bran, per ton........................ ......... $10.00
Shorts, per ton...................... ......... 10.C0

SpeciallBargain Counters for July at
Frank L. Beam's.
•
The fall term of Scio College, Scio,
Ohio, begins Sept. 29. Facilities and
equipments first class; expenses very
low. Catalogue free.

Don’t fail to stop and see the artistic
and beautiful new styles in Wall Paper
at ARNOLD’S. Prettier than ever and
at lower prices than ever. All old stock
closed out; new goods entirely. Stop
Normal Announcement.
Central Ohio Normal College and and see how pretty and how cheap.
Commercial Institute, Mt. Vernon, Ohio,
will open its Fall term, Thursday, Sep
Fruit Jars at Frank L. Beam’s.
tember 1, 1896, and continue eight
weeks. Second Fall term begins Octo
Coal Oil Stoves at Frank L. Beam’s.
ber 23, and continues tight weeks. The
courses of study include Preparatory,
Teachers’, Commercial and Special De
Corona Yeast—Something New!
partments. Tuition for either the Pre
A Perfect Yeast. Try it and be con
paratory or Teachers’ Departments is
$6.20 per term. Tuition in the Com vinced. Sold byWarner W. Miller.
mercial Department is $8.00 per term.
The special departments of Music,
Fine Arts, Elocution and Kindergarten
See the Big Bargains on Beam's 10
are extras, and will be charged as such. cent counter.
Students can secure furnished rooms for
37JC to 50c per week; club boarding
Hammocks and Porch Shades at
from $1.50 to $1.75 jier week, or private Frank
L. Beam’s.
board for $2 25 and up, by the week.
Note: For the benefit of thoee who
are engaged during the day and desire
Fruit jars. Fruit jars. Stone, glass
the educational advantages of the and tin at
Warner W. Miller’s.
Normal, regular night classes will be
maintained.
For further information call on or
Insectolcne Powder is guaranteed to
address
G. S. Habter, A. M.,
destroy Roaches, Bed Bugs, Water Bugs,
President,
Moths and Vermin of all kinds. Sold
ML Vernon, Ohio.
by Warner W. Miller.
Prof. E. A. Palmer, Secretary and
Treasurer, Danville, Ohio.
Baby Carriages at Beam’s.

Green’s Diarrhoea Cure,
It is not only the best article
for all round summer troubles,
but the most pleasant medicine
on the market. It is composed
of the best known ingredients
for summer complaint, and Inis
been on the market for 30
years. Beware of imitations.
Get the genuine at

Harry M.Green’s
Drug Store.
v;:

An Interrupted
Rhyme

<•

- <■

With a palm-leaf fan
And a big ’kerchief
To the perspiration wipe,
He came Into the store as hot as a
boiled potato in an Irish stew, but—

A minute in time,
A nickel in cash
And a glass of Cherry Ripe,
And he left as cool as a cucumber
and quite profuse in his expressions
of gratitude.

%

There's no Interruption to the
stream of people who keep our
soda fountain busy. They say
that our Soda Is the best thlcg
in town.

Craft & Taugher,
East Side Public Square.

As it effects the farmers, at

BAKING
POWDER

We are displaying the
largest line of seasonable
novelties in Belts, Shirt
Waist Sets, Silk Guards
with Silver and Gold Slides
ever brought to the city, at
Fred A. Clough & Co.’s.

A Bryan 3ilvsr Club wssorganizi^ at the Kirk Hall, Mt. Vernon,
township, house in Pike township, last
Thursday night John Wallace acted as
— on —
Chairman and M E. Phillips as Secretary.
A committee consisting of J. W. Phillips.
Albert Kirkpatrick and Joseph Stofer, was
appointed to draft a constitution and by
laws. Andlher committee, made up of J.
Come out and hear a practical farmer
MOST PERFECT MADE.
T. Reed, G. W. Bowers and J. J. Stofer. was
selected to recommend permanent officers discuss a subject that is of such vital h pure Grape Cream of Tart ir Powder. Fre
Mess’s- F. O. levering and Columbus Ewalt importance to the welfare of the farm from Ammonia, Alum or any other adulterant.
made short speeches. The club will meet ers.
Jell Tumblers and Fruit Jars at Frank
again tonight.
40 YFfeRS THE STANDARD,
L. Beam’s.

FRIDAY EVENING, ADR. 28,

fi[». Bill SPHKS.

Of Philadelphia, a Free Silver Republi
can, and on orator of force and ability,
will speak, on the Public Square, in

The best Tea and Coffee in the city
Linoleum, Oil Cloth and Window
for the money, at Warner W. Miller’s
Ask for our 30c Coffee and Sample Tea Shadee at Frank L. Beam’s.
at 25c per pound and be convinced.
MRS. C. II. REYNOLDS
Steel Express Wagons for the boys at
Beam’s.
Of Crestline,
Ohio, Reconi mends
Wright’s Celery Capsules.
Awarded
“Crestline, O., Ara. 23,1896.
Highest Honori—World’s Fair
To The Wright Medical Co.,
Columbus, 0.
Gents—I have purchased a box of
Wright’s Celery Capsules from Albert
The Pike townshiD farmer, who ia the
H. Kinsey, Druggist, and used them for 1
Democratic candidate for Clerk of
Sick Headache and Constipation. I can '
Courts,
truly say that one box of your Capsules
have done me more good tliaD anything
WILL DI8CLSS THE SILVER
else I have ever tried. Yours very truly,
Mrs. H. C. Reynolds.’
QlESTltri

Another Silver Club.

.
'
:
,
!

Engineer and Fireman Hurt and the
Passengers Jolted Up.
Southbound passenger No. 27 on the C.,
A & C. in charge of Conductor L H. Me
Adams, of Hudson, was badly wrecked one
half mile north of Millersburg about eleven
o’clock Saturday night. The locomotive
and two cars were derailed and engineer
Rulte Taylor, of this city, aud fireman
William Mantel), of Clinton, badly injured.
The wreck was (he result of a landslide of
sand canned by the rains earlier in the even
ing. A bsuk of sand, standing near the
tracks, was softened by the downpour and
gradually crumbled down, settling on the
tracks. Owing to thedarkneesof the night,
the enginrer did not see the danger until
within thirty yards of the obstruction. He
applied the brakes but the distance was too
short to stop ihe train which was running
at the rate of thirty mil*s an hour, and the
engine plowed through the bank before it
finally overturned. When the engineer
saw the danger and applied the brakes, he
jumped, together with his fireman,and both
were more or less tossed about and injured*
The damage done was considerable. The
engine was a complete wreck lying across
the B. A 0. tracks where it had fallen on its
side. The baggage cars were also badly
wrecked. The remainder of the train, con
sisting of two day coaches and two Pull
mans,clung to the rails. All the passengers
escaped uninjured, aside a general shaking
up. It took the wreck train until five
o'clock the next morning to clear away the
wreck.

Telephone No. 36.

We are selling

KERR’S SYSTEM RENOVATOR
Craft

A 1

REPUBLICAN IDEA OP FINANCE.

A PORTRAIT’S EYES.
Why they Follow an Observer Round
the Room.
[Notes and Queries ]

A brilliant complexion is a beauty in itaelf. It pleases the eyes of thoughtless
peonle and the minds of thinking people.
ThWtnow that a really good complexion
is a sigivpf health, and created by Nature.
There .»* different ways of imitating a fine
complexion : cosmetics, which deceive no
body, but ruin the skin and make the user
look silly and prematurely old ; stimulants
which only give a temporary flush: danger
ous drugs which drive pimply disorders
from the face back into the blood. All
these •'counterfeit” complexions are un
safe and easily detected. But the genuine,
nnmistakeable, much-admired color and
clearness of health can only be obtained
by clearing all bilious matters and humors
out of the blood.
The first step towards creating a good
complexion by Nature’s own method is to
get the blood clear, and the circulation free
and active. There is no complexion so sal
low. muddy or pimply but it will be cleared
and brightened by Dr. Pierce's Golden
Medical Discovery. It is the best natural
complexion-maker on earth. It sends the
fresh glow of real health to the cheeks by
thoroughly clearing all bilious and eruptive
humors out of the blood. It strengthens
the digestion and regulates the bowels in
a mild, natural way. It gives brighter color
to the blood, aud not only beautifies the
complexion but makes the eyes brighter
and the breath sweeter.
If the bowels be very much constipated,
it will be advisable to take small doses of
Dr. Pierce’s Pleasant Pellets, conjointly
with the use of the “ Golden Medical Dis
covery.” One or two each day—just suf
ficient to get their laxative and alterative,
or blood cleansing, effect will be sufficient.

Small income and big interest and taxes.

WAuIW MOTTO ]

’ NO
INCOMB^TAt

Out in Montana where E. A. Tipton is
managing the race meetings, he has
issued an edict that women in bloomers
or knickerbockers must pay the same
admission fee exacted of men—fl. Wo
men dressed in the regulation garb are
admitted free. Mr. Tipton says he has
made the rule in the interest of decency
and modesty.

The sea cucumber—one of the curious
jelly bodies that inhabit the ocean—can
practically el Face himself when in danger
by squeezing the water out of his body
and forcing himself into a narrow crack
—so narrow as not to be visible to the
nuked eye. He can throw out nearly
the woole of his inside, and yet live anil
grow it in again.

MISS Of ULCERS

Four years ago, Mrs. Marking, of First
Street, Albany, N. Y., suffered Irom a
mass of ulcers, which had eaten their
way to the bone. She used

DR. DAVID KENNEDY'S

FAVORITE REMEDY
and the ulcers all healed tip, and but a
lew scars left to show what she had suf
fered.

The dog-cat, as some naturalists call
the cheetah, gets so tame that it can he
trusted to pass the night under, or even
in, the master’s bed, and will play for
hours with aggressive and troublesome
puppies without once losing its good hu
mor. But out in the fields its semi-feline
instincts are apt to revive at the most
unexpected moments.

CASTOR IA
For Infants and Children.

01
•tory

* it

wTipyor.

The Harvard quinquennial catalogue
shows that Oliver Wendell Holmes re
ceived the degree of master of arts nine
years after the degree of doctor of laws
had been conferred upon him by his al
ma mater, and three years after he was
honored w\th the highest degrees by Ed
inburgh, Oxford aud Cambridge.

Did You Ever
Try Electric Bitters as a remedy tor your
troubles? If not, get a bottle now and get
relief. This medicine lias been found to be
peculiarly adapted to tlie relief and cure of
all Female Complaints, exerting a wonder
ful direct influence in giving strength and
tone to the organs. If you have Loss of
Appetite, Constipation, Headache. Fainting
Spells, or are Nervous, 81eeplese, Excitable.
Melancholy or troubled with Dizzy Sjtells
Electric Bitters is the medicine you need
Health and Strength are guaranteed by its
use. Large bottles only fifty cent* at O. K
Baker and Son Drug Store.
3

Mrs. W. I). Tucker, of Minerva, was
fatally burned Monday by the explosion
of a gasoline stove.
The highcat priced watch made in
Geneva costs £120. It records fractional
part® of a second, strikes the hours and
quarters, and plays three tunes. With
gems to ornament the case, tho value
can, of course, oe increased to two or
three sums.
Lightnlnq Hot Drops--

What a Funny Name!
Very True, but It Kills All Pairs.

So.d Everywhore. Every Day-Without Relief, There Is No Par*

' n* u. wmhm

.

i ii ~ ,i_a

W.J. Oberlin, a Massillon business
man, committed suicide by shooting.
Cause, business troubles.
Lord Hawke is taking another team
of English cricketers to India for a “cold
wealher’’ tour.
Tks fie
liails
BlfSltU*
«f

Tie fie

INVENTIONS

Tlittt Mark (he Progress of
provement in Gun Making.

Im-

[American Field ]

Condensicd Testimony.
Chas. B. Hood. Bokeraod Manufacturer's
Ageut, Columbus, Ohio, certifies that Dr.
King's New Discovery has no equal as a
Cough remedy. J- D. Brown, Prop. 8t.
Janies Hotel, Ft. Wavne, Ind., testifies that
he wns cured of a Cough of two years stading,caused by I,a Grppe. by Dr. King's New
Discovery.
11 F. Merrill, Baldwinsville,
Mass.,sara that he lias used and recommend
ed it and never knew it to fail and would
rather heve it than any doctor, because it
always cures. .Mrs Hemming, 222 E. 25th
Street Chicago, always keeps it at hand and
and has no fear of Croup, because it in
stantly relieves.
Free Trial Bottles at
^5eo. It. Baker A Son's Drug store3
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Wollaston’s curious discovery was that
by adding to each pair of eyes a nose di
rected to the right or the left the eyes
lose their front direction, and look to
the right or left, according to the direc
tion of the nose. By means of a tlsp
representing the lower features in a
ditlerent position, as Dr. Wollaston re
marks, “a lost look of devout abstrac
tion in an uplifted countenance may be
exchanged for an appearance of in
quisitiveness archness in the leer of a
younger face turned downward aud ob
liquely toward the op|>ositc side.”
As by changing the direction of the
lower features we change the direction
of the eyes, so by changing our position
the eye of the portrait apparently folfollows us. If a vertical line be drawn
through the tip of the nose and half way
betweeen the eyes, there will be the
same breadth of head, of cheek, of
chin and of neck on each side of this
middle line, and each iris will be in the
middle of the whole of the eye. If we
now move to one side, the apparent
horizontal breadth of every part of the
head and face will be diminished, but
the parts on each side of the middle
line will bedimished equally, and at
any position, however oblique, there will
be the same breadth of face on each
side of the middle line, and the iris will
be in the center of the whole of the
eyeball, so that, being on a tlat surface
the iris will be seen in front of the pic
ture or obliquely.
Brewster illustrates the subject in
various ways, and to him we refer, as
well as to Wollaston's original memoir,
in Phil. Trans, for 1824.

* li ra
enry
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The little affix mo made use of by
printers in the size of books, such as
12tno, lSmo, etc, means duodecimo,
octogesimo, etc.—that is a book having
its sheets folded in twelve leaves, eight
een leaves, etc.
As many as 70 cases of illness through
the heat are being dealt with daily at
the London hospitals.
Wrlffht’s Celery Tea cures constipa
tion. sick headaches. 25c at druggists

Little Dorothy Drew, Mr. Gladstone’s
granddaughter, has given her friends at
Hawarden a few very anxiousdays. For
nearly a week she developed a high fever
with do discoverable reason The attack
left her as suddenly as it <ame, and she
is now rapidly recovering.
Wright’s Celery Tea regulates the
liver and kidneys, cures constipation
and sick headache. 26c at all druggists.

Dr. Grace N. Kimball, of Bangor, Me.,
who is now in charge of the relief w< rk
in Armenia, and has gained the honor
ary title of “hi heroine of the Van,” has
been chosen asaritant physician of Ya«►ar college and will enter upon her du
ties in January.

The matchlock was invented about
1424, and improved later in the same
century by the addition of a tumbler
and trigger, the embryonic form of the
gunlock of modern times. In relation
to the percussion cap, the invention did
not take place until many changes had
been made, such as fulminate pellets,
copper tubes containing the detonating
substance, pieces of paper with portions
of fulminate attached, <tc., although
Big income aud small taxes.
many efforts with various detonating
exploeivess antedate the first patent.
—St Louis Post-Dispatoh.
General recognition is given to Alex
ander John Forsyth, a Scotch clergy
1st, breast collar pad, J. K. Schnebly.. 50
POULTRY DEPARTMENT
2d. half lb. tea. Whittington & Co........
25 man, who, April 11, 1807, patented the
•. 1 book. Bible illustrated, S. J. Spang
Ofthe Free Street Fair Has Some
ler................................................................ 1 00 germs of the regular percussion gun.
Best pair Pekin Ducks
That such change did not immediately
Yaluable Additions.
1st. scarf pin. F. A. Clough......................
50
Below the Banker gives the poultry 2d, handkerchief. L. A. Qua id............... 25 supercede the flintlock is manifested by
•, I oak sewing chair, Jno. A. Spitzer.. 1 25
a patent taken out by Joseph Manton,
premium list, as amended. It contains Best
pair Rouen Ducks.
1st, set Shakspeare, Gossage & Co......... 75
enough additions to make this depart 2d. poultry feed. Stevens & Co............... 2ft in 1817, for improvement in flintlocks,
•. 1 box heave cure, H. M. Green............ 1 00 although the preceding year Mr. Manment full of competition. The follow Best
pair black games.
1st, pair men’s gloves, A. F. Stauffer.. 50 ton seemed to be casting an anchor to
ing article was handed us for publica 2d.
one book, Republican Pub. Co........
25
tion by J. J. Fultx, who has charge of •, l pair sleeve buttons. J. D. Ankeny .. 1 oo windward by claiming a patent upon
Best pair black B. R. games.
the poultry department:
1st, pair sleeve buttons. A. R. Sipe....... 50 the percussion tube. The modern per
1 lb. pepper. Whittington £ Co........
30 cussion cap evidently came into use
"Apropos to the forthcoming Free 2d.
«, I doz. cabinets. Burkholder.............. 4 oo
some time about 1818 or 1820.
Street Fair and in the interests of the Best pair brown red games
1st. corn knife. C. A Bope........................ 1 00
Poultry Department, as also in the in 2d.
Grooving rifle barrels dates back to
hatchet, C. A. Bope ............................. 50
ter* sts of poultry raisers in general, I •. 1 lap duster, J. K. Schnebly................ 1 00 the close of the fifteenth century, but it
wi-h to say: Improvement is, or Best pair Nondescripts—"Pit games."
•Exhibition"—call’m what you will
is yet a mooted point whether straight
should be, the watchword of the hour.
—anv thing which will "tight”
Excelsior should be the aim and no one 1st. l doz. cab. photos by "Crescent Gal
or spiral grooves are meant. There is,
lery’..*.......................................................... 3 00
should cease in his efforts until he ran
however, much certainty that spiral
"Heroes of the Dark Ages,’’ S. J.
cry out ‘Eureka.’ And yet, bow differ 2d.Spangler
..................................................... 2 50 grooves were used in Germany in 1520,
portrait of McKinley, life size. Ward 3 00
ent appears the course of events to the
Best pair Cornish Indian games.
it not earlier.
thoughtful looker on.
1st. pair overalls. Stadler.........................
50
"Take a ride through the country. 2d, stew kettle. Max Meyers.................... 25
The hair, or double trigger, is con
•. oak stand. Jno. A Spitzer................... 1 00
Upon almost ever}’ hand do we see tlie Best
sidered to have been invented in Mu
pair Red Pyle games.
farmer and general breeder, who, while 1st, dish pan. Wm. Bird........................... 50
carefully looking after and seeking to 2d. box toilet soap. Scribner & Co........ 25 nich in 1543. This mechanism, at a
1 suit underwear. Browning & Sper
later period in France, was termed the
improve his stock of the larger kinds— •. ry
................................................................... 1 00
the horse, cow, sheep and hog—neg Best pair golden spangled Hamburg*.
double detente, which name may have
one whip, Gossage & Co.................... 1 00
lects and allows his fowls to inbreed and 1st, tooth
brush. Craft & Taugher........
25 arisen from the fact ihat a set trigger is
I’eteriorate from year to year, until they 2d.
•, choice of canned fruit, J C. £ G. W.
rendered more positive from the addi
Armstrong................................................. 1 00
scarce deserve the stigma they l*ear—
Best pair silver spangled Hamburgs.
tional introduction into the tumbler of
‘Barnyards.'
1st. one whip. Gossage £ Co.................... I 00
"Proportionate to the amount of care 2d. coffee pot, O. C. Chase. ...................... 35 a detente, and thus forces the sear over
*. spray pump, Henderson & Bennett.. 1 00
and expense given, no other commodity Best
the half-cock bent, which is regarded
Houaans.
ttpon the farm will give so large returns 1st. pair
one cap. L. A. Quaid...........................
75 requisite with a light pull.
2d.
pair
hose,
H.
W.
Jennings
.................
25
as does this selfsame overlooked, neg
•. I box cond. powders. Craft & Taugher 50
lected, and yet faithful and hard work Best
pair Langshans.
PRIME MINISTER
ing caterer to the wants of man. And 1st, souvenir spoon. F. A. Clough.......... 75
2d.
neck tie. A. R. Sipe............................... 25
yet how many fail to see and take •. pair
shoes. C. Schnebly.......
75 In England Is an Office That Does
judicious advantage of the op(>ortuni- Best pairrubber
brown Leghorns.
1st. not water bottle. P. A. Baker........
7ft
Not Pay a Salary.
ties thus neglected and going to waste.
bananas, Whittington & Co.. 25
“There are many exceptions to this 2d. Idozen
[Clumbers’ Journal ]
doz. cab. photos. Crescent gallery 3 00
eort of general carelessness, and these Best pair White Leghorns.
The Prime Minister is the head of the
pipe, C. F. Brent........................ 75
exceptions, we are pleased to note, are It t, briar
tooth soap. H. M. Green.............. 25 Government, but as such he receives no
largely on the increase. Among many 2d. box
Wyandottes, all kinds.
salary, for his position is unknown to
of our better class of farmers the ques 1st, book Wild Beasts and Birds, War
W. Miller......................................... 2 50 and unrecognized by statute law. Some
tion of a good, healthy strain of fowls, Bestner
pair Minorcas.
and its care and attention, is last be 1st. one cap, A. F. Stauffer...................... 50 state office with nominal duties, such as
pair linen cuffs.....................................
25
coming a matter of more and more 2d.
•, 1 corn basket. Henderson & Bennett 1 00 First Lord of the Treasury, is according
general interest. Among such interest Best
pair white Plymouth Rocks.
ed, wide-awake parlies are to be found 1st. hair brush. P. A. Baker.................... 50 ly held by the Premier. Lord Salisbury,
one broom, Hildreth £ Barber........
25
our most liberal annual purchasers of 2d,
•.easel. J. Back............................................ 1 50 however, departed from the almost in
‘new blood’—those who make as careful Best pair Barred S. C. Plymouth Rocks.
variable practice by associating the Sec
1st. pair sleeve buttons. L. A. Quaid.... 50
selection of fowls as they do m the pro
2d. pair towels. H. W. Jennings............ 25 retaryship for Foreign Affairs, perhaps
curing of known and blooded stock for
1st. "Milk Maid,” framed picture
C. C. Ward................................................. 5 00 the most arduous and responsible office
improvement of larger stock.
•*.
2d,
1 doz. views Hiawatha park. C. C.
‘‘But just at this point is where we
Ward............................................................ 5 00 in the Government, with the Premier
desire to give a w’ord of warning—to W. C. Black Polish.
ship in his own person.
1st. pair suspenders, D. Quaid..............
50
point out the rock upon which so many
The First Lord of the Treasury, or, ns
vd, broom, J. Sproule.............................
25
otherwise well managed crafts are ♦. pound tea. J. Sproule............................. 50
he is more fully described, "First Com
split and finally sunk, viz: trying to Best pair white Polish.
1st. briar pipe, C. F. Brent........................
50
keep too many varieties, an evil'second 2d.
clothes sprinkler. Max Meyers....... 25 missioner for executing the office ofthe
only to that of continuous sidehreeding. •. two boxes toilet soap, J. Sproule.... 50 Lord High Treasurer of Her Majesty’s
pair Red Caps.
Would the farmer who ‘massed’ sheen Best
1st, hairbrush, Ed Dever.......................... 50 Exchequer,’’ has associated with him the
or hogs (all kinds) together in one field, 2d.
Magic dyes, H. M. Green................... 25
year after year, expect perfection or the •. sweater, M. Nixon.................................. 1 00 Chancellor of the Exchequer and three
Best
pair
W. F. B. Spanish
continuation of any one distinct vari 1st. dozen
fruit cans. Wm. Bird............
50 Junior Lords of the Treasury in thecon
ety? As well might he expect different 2d. wash board. Hildreth & Barber.... 25 trol of Her Majesty’s Exchequor; but
•. 1 child's hat. Mrs. Hoopes................... 1 50
results in thus hand.ing poultry. Where Best
the poet is now a sinecure in the depart
pair Wyandottes.
the proper separation <»f different spe
1st, pair suspenders, L. A. Quaid..........
30
cies can not be assured the procuring of 2d, flour sifter. H. Spitzer & Co.............. 25 ment sense, and carries with it a salary
•«. 1 doz. cah. photos. A. B. Elliott......... 3 00 of £5,000 per annum. Tlie famous
numerous varieties cannot be too care Best
pair African Geese.
fully guarded against. The habit of so 1st. qt. Chlora Napthola. Stevens & Co.. 50 house, 10 Downing street, in which Cab
2d, cushion. A. E. Rawllnson................... 25
doing is just as reprehensible as would •,
ton coal. E. B. Hill............................. 1 50 inet meetings are held, is the official
he a similar practice with any other Best*4pair
Toulouse Geese.
class of stock.
1st. one pair mittens. A. F. Stauffer.... 50 residence of the First Ixird of the Treas
wash board, Hildreth & Barber....... 25 ury.
"Improvement is rarely found in a 2d.
•. 1 hand glass. P. A. Baker..................... 1 00
‘cross.’ and if (?) only with and after Best pair wild Geese.
great care in separating, guarding and
1st. pair suspenders, A. R. Sipe.............. 50
Out of 34 journeymen at a London
box toilet soap, G. IL Baker &. Son.. 25 inquest the other day, nine were unable
perpetuating such ‘cross’ until it be 2d,
•. 1 set views Hiawatha park, Burk
comes a distinct breed of itself.
holder.......................................................... 3 00 to sign their names.
"But this care and attention can not Best pair Guineas.
1st, briar pipe, C. F. Brent........................
50
The library of the British Museum
and will not he given by the average 2d. one broom. Hildreth £ Barber........ 25
keeper of fowls; hence, if a distinct *. 1 child’s hat. Miss Lulu Contryman . 2 00 contains some 40 different editions of
"Lncle Tom’s Cabin” in English.
pair bronze Turkeys.
variety is desirable—one in which pure Best
1st. one whip. J. K. Schnebly.................
75
blood can l»e added annually—let our 2d. one book. Republican Pub. Co........ 25
farmer breeders see to it that thev one ••. 1 lawn mower. B. E. Salisbury......... 4 00
Since 1878 there have been nine epi
pair white Turkeys.
and all handle hut one variety. In no Best
1st, one vest. Stadler..................................
75
other way can the defects (if any) or 2d, flour sifter. Max Meyers.................... 25 demies of dysentry in different parts of
•, 1 bone whip. S. J. Spangler ..............2 oo
the country in which Chamberlain’s
the merits of the breed handled be Largest
and best display oL chickens not
wiped out or improved.
Colic, Cholera and Diarrhoea Remedy
less than 25.
1st. boy's watch. Gossage & Co............... 7 50
Perfection can he secured only by
was used with perfect success. Dysentry,
one copy of the Heroes of the Dark
care and attention—by selecting the 2d, Continent.
Gossage & Co................... 3 00 when epidemic, is almost as severe and
best; l«y killing off or Belling imperfec Omitted varieties.
tion; by union among breeders in the Best pair and largest collection for which dangerous as Asiatic cholera. Hereto
prizes will be arranged.
same vicinity (two or more keeping tlie
fore the best efforts of the most skilled
same variety)—thus securing an annual
physicians have failed to check its rava
•
.........................................
induction of new blood by exchange, Best freak or curio.
ges,
this remedy, however, has cured the
without expense.
1st. pair lady's shoes, s. Parr....
.... 2 00
“Upon the systematic and faithful 2d. lamp. E. O. Arnold................. .............
.... 75 most malignant cases, both of children
display white Rabbits.
carrying out of these auggestions only Best
1st, silver thimble. F. A. Clough............ 50 aud adults, and under the most trying
may we hope to secure improvement 2d. handkerchief, A. R. Sipe................... 25 conditions, which proves it to be the best
Special:
and finally perfection.
1st, box IL poultry food T. Hunt & Son
50 medicine in the world for bowel com
“To close let us advise: Bring your 2d.
wash board. J. Sproule.....................
25
plaints. For sale by Ed. Dever.
birds to the Fair and then and there Best display dark Rabbits.
1st, boy's cheviot waist, Rawlinsou....... 35
compare them with others. You will 2d.
garden seeds, Stevens & Co...............
25
A proposal is under consideration by
learn by observation and camparison.
Special:
1st, stone tea pot. J. Sproule................
50 which one gun carriage factory would
2d; pocket knife. Wm. Bird £ Son.......
75
be created for the whole of India.
B?st display Guinea pigs.
FIFTH DEPARTMENT—POULTRY.
1st. pair lady's slippers. S. Parr............ 50
A cyclist in Bedfordshire, England,
J. J. Fultz, Superintendent.
2d. broom. Hildreth £ Barber.................
25
had his machine shattered under him
Premiums for which no entries have been Special:
1st. water pall. J. Sproule......................
25 by lightning, while he escaped unhurt.
made will be otherwise distributed and for
2d. box R. poultry food. T. Hunt £Son
25
meritorious displays.
Premiums marked with a • are for the Best display Pigeons not less than 25,
Bricks are now made with mortises
Copy Stanley in Africa. Gossage £ Co. 2 25
largest display—not less than live to win un
2d. nickel coffeepot. Wm Bird £ Son. I 00 and tenons in such a way that a wall
less where otherwise stipulated: a double
star requiring 10 to win: birds of owners Best hen and chicks.
cannot be sprung outwards nor cracked.
1st, sack Hour, Wm. Banning............... 1 00

only to be counted.
Ilest pair Andalusians.
I‘re in.
1st. buggy whip. Gossage £ Co..............|i oo
2d. box poultry food. Craft £ Taugher 25
•. 1 milk bucket. C, Wolf............... .
1 oo
Rest pair white bantams.
1st, boy’s tool chest. Gossage £ Co......... l ai
2d. one cedar bucket. Spitzer & Co....... 25
•. I set Shakespeare. Wm. Gossage....... 1 00
Best pair game bantams.
1st, alarm clock. F. A. Clough................. 1 00
2d. box poultry food. Craft & Taugher 25
•. pair gloves. H. Spitzer.......................... 50
Best |>alr dark Brahmas.
1st, pair gents'slippers. Silas Parr.... 1 00
2d. one testament, Gossage £ Co.........
35
•*, I doz. cab. photos, Burkholder.... 3 00
Best pair light Brahmas.
1st. buggy whip. Gossage £ Co............ Il 00
2d, one Book, Republican Pub. Co....
25
•*. I doz. cab. photos, by A. B. Elliott 3 00
Best pair Black Cochins.
1st, telescope, A. F. Stauffer...............
1 00
2d, testament. Gossage & Co................
45
•. 1 photo view, “Kokuslng" C. C. Wat
ard 1 oo
Best pair Buff Cochins.
1st, Bible, Gossage A Co....-..............
1 00
2d. pair men's hose. A. R. Sipe........
$’•
•, 2 lbs. poultry food by Ed. Dever..
50
Best pairPartrfdge Cochins.
1st. fly net. J. K. Schnebly...............
1 00
2d. six bars soap. Whittington £ Co
25
•. 1 umbrella by Rlngwalt.................
1 00
Best pair Dominiques.
1st. one buggy whip. Gossage £ Co.
1 00
2d. pair mittens. A. F. Stauner...............
25
* ' pair slippers, S. McFadden............... 1 oo
* lesl
Best pair Aylesbury
Ducks.
1st. dish pan. Max Meyers......................
2d. one comb. Ed Dever.............................
•. box each: crt.staline washing powder
and baking powder. W. W. Miller....
Best pair Muscotey Ducks.

2d, wash board, Hildreth £ Barber.... 25
•. book Sherman Memoirs. W. W.
Miller.......................................................... 2 50

Great sales prove the merit of Hood’s
Sarsaparilla, and great merit enables it
to accomplish wonderful cures.

All Aboard.

STRICKEN DOWN
BY PARALYSIS

This train goes to Increased Business, Prosperity
Wealth, and Happiness. Change here for Hard Times,
Dissatisfaction and Poverty. Are you going on? Jf so
get right aboard, for the bell is ringing and we- are about
to start on a season of unequalled prosperity. If you
don’t believe us, just take a look at the following goods
and prices:

ALONE AT THE TIME AND UNABLE TO MOVE
For a Year a Woman Seeks Relief
Without Success, but !t Finally
Comes at Last.

Ladies’ Stylish Oxfords....................................................... $ .75
“ Button Shoos.......................................................... 1.00
I Julies’ $-3 and $4 plain toe, button, at...... $1, $1 25 and 1.50
Men’s shoes from $1 upwards.
Misses’ button, plain toe, 75 cents, reduced from $2.

Another Case of Nerve Exhaustion Cited, Which was
mmoN
Cured in a Similar Way by a
Nerve Food.
11,nil,I couhl readily believe the many re.
ports <»f wonderful cures effected hy the
That we know not what a day may bring
rful and popular remedial agent. Al•ue
one.
To-day
though
Mrs. Wolcott is sixty-two years ol
forth is an old adage and a true
age.
7usd
has sufi’ered an udliction that might
our skies are bright and sunny; we have
health, strength and activity.
We reckon readily prostrate a younger person, she
MT. VERNON,
OHIO,
confidently on the future and lay our plans looked well ami hearty, :tml gave evidence
accordingly, hut when that to-morrow comes of strength ami activity unusual for her age.
nly dowu
i»y me
we may lie stricken sud<lenly
down hy
ihe; Inquiry at the two drug stores in the vilhand of disease, and Ue on a bed of suffering laye m rl y 1 rought f.*r:h die informati.m Nell all the Patent Medicine*
und sorrow.
A»at die case of Mrs. Wolcott was well known
Every day wc see illustrations of this f'.ct throughout that section, ^nd was considered
Advertised In this Paper.
among the friends in our own circle. To-*l«»y a remarkuliic cure. Bodi druggists reported
they are well ami strong and are pursuing that tin re was a steady demand for Dr. Wil
their daily laltors; to-morrow lha aitlictiug liams* I'iuk 1’ills lor Bale People.
hand of uisuase or death has brought tne.u
down to helpless illness or thegrave. Among From Ihn liep-Mimn, Harbor fiprintft, Mirh,
One
of the leading
citizens of
Northern
the many ills that afflict humanity, and one
....
........... , .............
.................
—
that baffles the higlF'st medical rkil! of the' Mi-ldgsu i- Mr. George W. Childs, who has
imseBt day, none is more Faired and June.-1 made hiuiM-lf famous as a successful hotel
leaves the victim more helpless br hap*
: manager at the le-pci-ir .»i:mi:i«-r resort, Bay
of ultimate relief than that known a* pt:ralysi«. View.
When Mr. ("kilds first arrived at
Sometimes it creeps rr.ilur.lly over the Bay Vi«-w. s«m<- y.ars ago, the resort busi
victim, perceptibly closing its ever tighten ness of Northern Michigan was still, in its
ing coils from *lay to day ami ag.iio it whu's ii i-u cy. With the litile money he had* lie
like a lightning Hash, ami tin* ut»c« str ing pure.hascd du> Bay View House, hut running
teaches you that when
man or womaa is mare helpless than n ohitd. a hotel in thi.- part *.f die eoiinlry at that
Such w:is the Case with Mrs. ituth Wole«»tt, time was rali.er up-hiil i.Hsiiu,ss, and lie had
the bowels are inopera
the wife of itev. H. B. Wolcoit, nil <-sle«‘imid t.i work night and day to make both ends
tive there is something
minister of the gospel, living on their hand meet,
“ When I came to Bay View I was a
some farm a few miles from the thriving
wrong.
little town of lilauchard, Isabella O»unty, strong, rnhnst man, hut close confinement to
my_ duties
Michigan.
__
_____ ns manager of die hotel and
Many doctors’
bills
While attending to her daily duties the die amount of hard lal*or I was compelled to
have been saved by the
hand of that dread disease, pandysis, was do soon told on me and I wiis taken to my bed.
laid heavily upon her, and when she was! “ I immediately begun doctoring hut the
prompt use of Paragon
alone at her fireside.
physicians consulted *.<d me no good, and I
In conversation with a Canrirr~TT-rttl,l iiai 1 out many hard-earned d-.ih.rs iu doctor
Tea.
Your 25 cents
representative, who had heard <*f her sevre bills.
ease and cure, she spoke as follows: "The.
"My nervous system wes completely
back if it fails to cure
stroke came on one day shortly i.flcr dinner, played mi*, I suflvn-d s*-v« r*- pain- in the
any ordinary disorder
The men had justgone out on the farm to i fiend am* Iu:*l no app<:i?«*. Finally I told
work in the fields, and I was ironing. All my wife that I lusd determimsl to sell out
of the stomach, liver or
at once I felt a flash over my brain like an ami leave t!•«• country, thinking that a
electric shock ami something that roeim-d .* Image of • lininto might he l.eto-ticial. But
kidneys.
like a bead of perspiration seemed to ran i:i the mid.-i of my .-niicrings. like the sun
Sold by druggists.
Prepared by S. R
down my left lower limb into my shoe. I s«: : sliit.e tint hnntks •hrottgh a dark cloud, a
Fell £ Co., Chemists. Cleveland, O.
down for a moment and then, feeiing la-tler, ' inwwcng-r *-;tm.- from heaven.' -*• to speak,
resumed my ironing. Again, in a few min- While I wa.- perusing niy morning paper 1
utes, there came another flash over my head, chanced to glume ::t at: • ri.de -’Maxing of
Sold at H. M.Green's Drug Store
and again there was the peculiar sensation Dr. Wil.i-.uns* l’;nk PHD b r Pale People,
of something running down my side. Then I row lh*it thrjr w* re said to cure -xactly
I knew that something serious was almtit to what scctncd to nil me—shattered nerves
happen and I made haste to reach a bed, and sick headaches.
“ I told my wife shout n:y discovery but
where I fell, under the influence of paralysis.
After I had laid there for a few minutes my she said it would <-nly be another useless ex
I, however, thought ‘nothintf
husband came in and, not seeing me where penditure.
SAVE YOUR STOCK
I had been working, he looked for me and ventured, nothing gained,’ un*l determined
to have a lmx, as tiny cost inly 50 cents.
found me lying helpless.
BY L'SINO THE
“ My speech was not affected, and I told By tin* time I had taken half the box I felt
CELEBRATED
him what was the matter. A doctor was at much relieve*!. s:t;d then 1 knew that 1 had
once sent for to the village of Blanchard, a struck a remedy min-Ji l»eiter than a physic Morris’ English Stable Powder
few miles away, and he came out to the ian and cerninly a good deal cheaper.
For Loss of Appetitc.foimtipation, Rough Hair,
farm in about three Imurs. hut he could not
“After I had us«-<J the whole box I wns
Hide Bouud. and all Diseases of the Hlood.
Frice. air. per imrkage.
afford me any relief. This was three years able to leave my lied. I perwvered in tak
ago—in April, 1892—that I suffered from ing them ami when the fourth box was gone Morris’ English Stable Liniment
this stroke of paralysis. It affected my left I was as vc:t see me now—a perfectly well
Cures Lameness, Cuts, Bruises, Scratches,
side and rendered ine helpless. For a year | man. To Dr. Williams’ Pink Pills I owe
Galls, Sweetey, Spavins. Splinu Curb, etc.
Price. 3Oe. per bottle.
following this I had skilled medical attend my life and I wish I could sing their prais*->
ance, using among other things an electric throughout the land that all might know ihe Morris’ English Worm Powder
battery, but it all did me no good.
life-giving power of these little pellets. Cer
Warranted to cure aay case of Worms io norsea
“ At this time I read in a paper about Dr. tainly suffering humanity has hud no better
Cattle, Sheep or Dogs, also Pin Worms in Colts
Price, 5Oc. per txn.
Williams’ Pink Pills, and they were also friend than Dr. Williams’ Pink Pills.”
Dr. Williams’ Pink Pills contain, in a con Craft’s Distemper and Cough Cure
recommended to me by some of my friends,
who had heard of the many cures that they densed form, all the elements necessary to give
A Specific for Distemper. Coughs, Colds, Heaves.
had effected in cases like mine. After I had new life and richness to the blood and restor*
I’iuk Eye. and all Catarrhal diseases of horses.
Price. 5Oc. »1.OO per bottle.
been taking them for about two weeks I be shattered nerves. They are an unfailing spe
cific
for
such
diseases
as
locomotor
ataxia,
par

gan to feel better and have continued to
Wells’ Hoosier Poultry Powder
steadily improve. The paralysis was so bad tial paralysis, St. Vitus’ dance, sciatica, neu
Makes Hens Lay, cures Cholera, Gapes and
that I could not walk around the house, but ralgia, rheumatism, nervous headache, the
Roup, aad kee w poultry healthy.
Pi 4ce, 23c. per package.
had to be lifted about. My left arm was also after effeet of la grippe, palpitation of the
entirely helpless. I am now able to walk heart, pale and sallow complexions, all form.Rvery ready gu Irani led satisfactory or money
arountf
ia iand get out to call on ray friends and , of weakness either in male or female. Pink refunded. Our new book, "The Horse: His Disc asca
neighbors, and am so well that I can get Pills are sold by all dealers, or will be sent and Treatment.” mailed I'.ee.
Wells .Vlvdleli.e Co., Lafayette, In<$>
around very well. I used twenty boxes oi post paid on receipt of price, 50 cents a box.
Pink Pills.”
I or six boxes for $2.5h (they are never sold in For sale by. E D. Taylor <& Co., Eagle
As Mrs. Wolcott concluded the recital of hulk or by the 100), by addressing Dr. Wil
Pharmacy.
ber trouble the representative of The Courier- • liams’ Medicine Comi»any, Schenectady, N. Y.

From Ihe Oourirr-fTerald,

_ ____ ______
MicA.

It will pay you to see these goods and prices.

- HZTTZLjZLP

DRUGGISTS

One-Price Store.

f you

I

Common
Sense

THOMAS CLARK,
Practical Plumber, 37 Public Square. Mt. Veruou, Ohio.

Headquarters for Iron Pipe and Fittings, and all kinds
of Plumbing Material.

SPRING GOODS

8

STATIONS.

16

am

am

(Central Time )
Lv. Chicago...........

Fostoria.

GRAH SPECIAL BICYCLE
WM. GRAH. COLUMBUS, O.

SOUTH
ONI WAV TIOKBTS ARB SOLO

At 11 Cents a Mile
non TH« MOUTH OVIM TMB

Hold at Ed. Dever'a. West Side Public Square

"WHERE DIRT GATHERS, WASTE RULES.”
GREAT SAVING RESULTS FROM THE USE OF

SAPOLIO
RESTORE

** Zanesville......
(Eatiem Time.)
Ar. Wheeling.......

Pittsburgh
Washington D C
Baltimore............
Philadelphia.......

When in doubt what to use for Nervous Debility,
of Sexual Power (in either
*ex), Impoteney, Atrophy, Varicocele and other weaknesses, from ainy cause, use
Scxine Pills. Drains checked and full vigor quickly restored. If neglected, such
troubles result fatally. Mailed anywhere, sealed, for $1.00; 6 boxes for $5.00. With
every $5 *«□ order wc give a legal guarantee to cure or refund the money. Address
PEAL MEDICINE CO., Cleveland, Ohio.

Result in < weeks.

a m
7 45
a m
8 00

Bold at H. M. GREEN’S Drug Store.

lOoctly

3 00 |3 00L.
6 50 4 55 5' 27; 10 05
7 45 6 45 5 52|11 22

m
00
m
30
m
25
m
12

a
8
ml p
50 12
a
25|11
p
46. 1

•7 20 8 35 8
104 1
9 11 1 12| 7
p m
1 15, 5 30 10 33 5 30
p m
8 25 4 151 8 25
a m
noon a m
6 38
12 00 6 38
1 05 7 50
7 50
,1C 15
3 40 10 15
I p nt
p m
5 55 12 351
112 35

The Celebrated Specialist of the France Medical Institute
Will be at the CVBTIS IIOlfcF, Mt. Veruou, Wed.
neMdny, September O, 189G, from S a. m. to 5 p. iu.
OXI DAY OXI.Y.

n.

SENT FREE.
Write for County Map of the South to
either of the above named gentlemen,
or to P. Sid Jones, Pass. Agent, in charge
of Immigration, Birmingham, Ala.

"Webster’s
International;
Dictionary

(Eastern Time)
p m
Lv.Washington DC 8 20
Lv. Wheeling......... 7 35
a rn
“ Zanesville........... 9 42
Lv. Newark............... 10 22
p m
Lv. Columbus....... ... 11 35
a m
“ Cincinnati........... 5 45
a ni
Lv. Mt Vernon....... 11 17
p tn
*‘ Mansfield........... 12 12
Ar Sandusky........... 5 40
1 58

FOR EVERYBODY
BECAUSE

It Is easy to find the word wanted.
It Is easy to ascertain the pronunciation.
It Is easy to trace the growth of a word.
It Is easy to learn what n word means.
The Chicago Times-Hcrald nays:—

WetBter’s International 1 actionary In ItP present <
l form la absolute authority on everything pertaining i
i to our language in the way of orthography, ortho-,
. epy.etymology, and definition. Emm it there is no
appeal. It Has perfect as human effort and scholar1 ship can make IL—Dec. 14.1986.

C. «£- C. XEKKIAX CO., Publishers,
Springfield, Mass., V.S.A.

The COAST LINE to MACKINAC
- - 1 ■ 1TAKE THE « •< »

We live in a country of which the
CHICAGO
THE BEST WASH BLUE IN USE.
principal scourge is stomach trouble.
2 New Steel Passenger Steamers
CLEVELAND
It is more wide spread than any other
TO
The Greatest Perfection yet attained in Boat
disease, and, very nearly, more danger
Conctruction — Luxurious Equipment, Artistic
______
BUFFALO.
the American Ball Blue
Furnishing. Decoration and Eltident Service,
ous.
iusuriug the highest degree of
DAILY LINE BETWEEN
not poisonous or injurious to health
One thing that makes it so dangerous
SPEED AND SAFETY. is
or fabrics. It is the delight cf tho laund
CLEVELAND and TOLEDO, COnFORT,
Four Trips per Week Between
is that it is so little understood.
ress, aids in bleaching aud gives the
Via “C. & B. LINE.”
Toledo, Detroit ^Mackinac washing a rich and elegant hue. Be
If it were better understood, it would
ware
of imitations. Ask your grocer for the
Steamers “City of Buffalo/’ (new)
PETOSKEV, “THE JOO.” MARQUETTE,
be more feared, more easily cured, less
AND DULUTH.
“
state
of
Ohio
”
aud
“
State
of
New
York
”
universal than it is now.
American Ball blue
LOW RATES to Picturesque Mackinac and
DAILY TIME TABLE.
Return, including /Teals and Berths. Prom
So, those who wish to be cured, take
BDXDAY IXCLCDXD AFrXB MAT 30and be sure you get the genuine
Cleveland, $18; from Toledo, $15; from Detroit,
article, which has a red stripe in the
8 laker Digestive Cordial, because it goes Lv.Cleveland.7:30 p.n. | Lv. Buffalo, 7-80 pji $13.30.
7 JO A.M; | Ar. Cleveland, 7 Ju A M
•
EVERY EVENING
middle of the package.
to the root of the trouble as no other Ar. B iiffalo, Central
Standard Tine.
medicine does. The pure, harmless, Take the “C. A B. Line” steamer* and enjoy a Between Detroit and Cleveland
at Cleveland with Earliest Trains
curative herbs and plants, of which it is refrekhinK nialit's rest when enronte to Buffalo. forConnecting
all points Erst. South and Southwest aud at
Masara rails. Toronto, ffew lork, Bostoa.
composed, are what render it so certain Alban), ,000 Islands, or any Eastern or Cana Detroit lor all points North and Northwest.
dian point.
Sunday Trips June, July, August and September Only.
and, at the same time, so gentle a cure.
. DEALEBFIN
Dally Kxrarsloas Wrekly (o Niagara Falls.
EVERY DAY BETWEEN
,
It helps and strengthens the stomach,
Send 4 cents postage for tourist pamphlet.
Cleveland,
Put-in-Bay
Toledo
For further information ask your nearest Cou
Flour,Peed, Seeds, Poultry
purifies and tones up the system.
pon Ticket Agent, or address
fend for Illustrated PamphieL Address
Sold by druggists, price 10 cents to $1.00
A. A. SCHANTZ. O. F.
DETROIT, MICH.
W. P. HKRMAN,
T. P. kKWMAN.
tiea'I Pass. Agt.
lien'l Man iger.
Ware bouse, Lo*er Main street,
per bottle.
nt Genoli 8P.11 Gieveianfl Steasi Mav. fr Curtis
.Glettlaad. 0.
Mt. Vernon, Ohio. Telephone 89. |

$2.50

‘STJEVISJCS

CO.,

3
5
5
a

30 9 31 10 24
40 a ni 12 15
55 11 33 8 45
in
p m
7 25 6 40

17. lSJMi.

DR. FRANCE. PRESIDENT

South Bound.
2

Centra] Time.

Cleveland ... Lv
Akron.........
Orrville....... ...
Millersburg
Killbuck ....
Brink Haven
Danville.......
Gambier.......
Mt Vernon..
Cent reburg..
Sunhury ....
Westerville.. ••• i
Colnmbns.... . Ar
Cincinnati...

28 |

a in
8 1(1
« 35
10 33
11 !2
11 22
11 49
1 58
12 1C»
12 4h
1 17
1 31
1 52
2 15
pm

P tn
8 on
U S3
10 33
It 16
11 29
11 56
f12 0*i
12 25
12 45
1 12
f 1 34
1 52
2 15
am

800
pin

6 4tl

FRANCB MEDICAL AND SURGICAL INSTITUTE^

38

pm
1 40
3 (11
4 on
4 40
4 50
5 17
5 at
5 45
6 06
6 32
8 48,
7 (ft
LS
pm.

•

n ni

5 45
5 54
ft 12
6 30
6 51
7 20
7 38 05
am

North Bound.
Central Time.

ColnmbuB... . Lv
WeetervLlle.. ....
Sunbury.......
t/*ntreburg .
Mt. Vernon..
Gambier....
Danville.......
Brink Haven
Killbuck.......
Miller* burg..
Orrville.........
Akron............
Cleveland.... .Ar

DETROIT
PETOSKEY

35 8 35

Schctluh in effect R&v

27

Cincinnati..-.Lv

MACKINAC

2 15

5 45 . ....... 12 25
p ni
2 20
Nr9 10

9 00

Standard

THE BEST

a m I* m a ni
....... ....... .a.ss.
10 15 3 45 .......
p m
12 29 6 22 6 19
1 30 7 It 7 10

C. I. & C. RT

BBT*Send a Postal for Specimen Pages, etc.
SuectMor of the
“Vaabridged."

Warmly
Commended

111
17

—THE-

So writes Hon. I). J. Brewer.
____
Justice V. 8. Supreme Court.

by State Snpenntend-1
ents of Schools, and |
other Educators almost ,
without number.

47

'Daily i-^top on Signal. fDailyex.Sunday
J. Van SmrTH, Oen’l Supt.
Chas.O. Scull Oen’l Paas'r Agent.

The One Great Standard Authority,

of the U. S. Gov’t Print- (
Ina Office, the V. S. Su- (
prrme Court, alt the
State Supreme Courts. 1
nn4 of nearly all the
Schooltxxdcs.

3

7

8TAT1OX8.

Kr Chicago...............

diseases of the
generative or-

MOTT’S CHEM.'CAL CO., Prop's, Cleveland, Ohio

n.

IACKSOH SMITH, Bit. Pass. Ant., Cticinati, 0.
C. P. ATMORE, Bm’1 Pass. Atf., Louisville, Ky.

tration and
all nervous

sex, such as Nervous Prostration, Failing or
lost Manhood, Impoteney, Nightly Ends
sions, Youthful Errors, Mental Worry, ex
cessive use of Tobacco or Opium, which
lead to Consumption and Insanity. $1.00
per box by mail; 6 boxes for $5.00.

Furnisher—

WEST BOUND.
LOuiaviLLC « Nashvillk

To individuals on the First Tuesday, and
to parties of seven or more on the Third
Tuesday of each month, to nearly all
points in the South ; and on special dates
Excursion Tickets are sold at a little
more than One Fare for the round trip.
For fall information write to

The great

gans of eithei

“ Columbus........

New York........... 1

remedy for
nervous pros-

_____

Gents’

OST VIGOR

p ml

Lv Cincinnati ......... [2 00

Mott’s Nerverine Pills
BEFORE AND AFTER USING.

Tailor and

124 SOUTH MAIN STREET.

am pm

a
Lv. Newark............... 1 8 301 6 55 ’6

Cents and $1JX)

—Merchant

46

4 53 3 35

Lv Sandusky...... .....
Lv Mausffeld...... «...
" Mt Veroon..........

BICYCLES SENT ON APPROVAL. Send lor Catalogue.
Second-hand wheels from $20 to $40.

♦♦♦ 50

Live and Let Live Prices,

A.. R. SIP E,

10 15 f6 05
pm

WHEN iOU BUY A

For sale by all druggists at

At

EAST BOUND.

SAVED

It is a wise precaution always to have at
leaM a small bottle of Scott’s Emulsion in
the house. Unopened, it will keep indefin
itely. Tightly corked, after using, kept in
a cool place, it will remain sweet lor weeks.

STYLE AND FIT CORRECT,

TIME TABLE

$3CL0 0

•>*>What are your resources
for the summer? Have you
an abundance of health stowed
away for the long, hot, deplet
ing days, or does summer find
you low in vitality, run down,
losing flesh, and weak ? Scott's
Emulsion of Cod-liver Oil will
give you the proper reserve
force, because it builds up the
system on a solid foundation.
A tonic may stimulate; Scott's
Emulsion not only 44 boosts,"
it sustains.

Quality all That Could he Desired.

In Effect June 30. 1803.

li; $ 25.00

Keep Up Your
Scott’s Emulsion
in Summer-time

In Latest Shades and Patterns.

BALT1N0RB AND OHIO R. R

FACTORY PRICES.

-

thinking of heating your

Call or Write to

•HORSEMEN

HIGH GRADE BICYCLES

Are

House it would pay you to inquire into the merits
of Hot Water Heating, the most economical and the
most healthful known to science. If you are burning
more than eight hundred pounds of hard coal to heat
1000 cubic feet of apace from the first of September to
the first of May, we can put you right and save you
money. We have had over thirty years’ experience in
this line of business, and will not experiment at your
expense.

' 114
a. m.
t 6 00 Lv.
1 7 0» . .
9 20 Ar..
fl0 20 Ar..
a. m.

* Huns Dally,

am
8 00
11
12
12
12
1
1
1
1
2

45 12 35 i

00 1 («
25 f 1 2»i
42 1 51
IS 2 25
28 2 40,
4« f 2 5S
55 3 IW
21 3 4!

2 3«

S 21
4 2n
.’, 45
pm

7

35

pm
am
8 UOi ....
fi 00
8 27
rt 41
7 04

7
7
8
8

S3
47
04
12

8 42

8 53
4 35. 9 42
6 05' 10 38
7 30, 12 10
am pm

pm

1 5
3
5
fi
D8
| 7
7
7

05
33
51
13
45
00
20
30

3 55

besdkx

Branch

..Millersburg ..Ar
... Killbuck...........1
...Trinway............. I
. Zanesville.... Lvj

Ar

113

p. m.
t 7 45
7 10
4 15
t 2 40
p- m.

t Daily except ounday. (Flag
atop. | meals.
Where no time is given trains do not atop
Noe. 2 and 3 carry Parlor Cara between Cleve
land and Cincinnati. Fare 25 centa between
Cleveland and Columbus, or intermediate atatione; 50 cents bet ween ClevelandandCincinnati
or intermediate stations. South of Colnmbas.
Nos. 27 and 28, carry Vestibnled Sleeping Cara
between Cleveland and Cincinnati.
No-27 has a Local Vestibnled 81eeper between
Columbus and Cleveland, and (an ne occopied
by paa^ngere after 9^0 p.m. at the East end of
the Union Depot.
No. 28 hasa Local Vestibnled Sleeper between
Cleveland and Colnmbas. This Sleeper arrives at
Colnmbas at 2:15 a. m. and ia set at the hast end
of Union Depot. Passengers can occupy their
berths nntil 7 :00 a. m.
No. 28 will stop to let off passengers Booth of
Mt. Vernon.
For any information address
„ „ „
C. F. DALY.
..
~ Oen 1 Pass. Agent, Cleveland,Ohio
II. C. PARKER, Traffic Manager,
nJianapoiie, In d

C8 & 40 W. Gav 8L.br.e Mock Hart Slate House. Columbus,0. Incerporated.1886. Capi tol,S3OO,OOO.
FRANCE, of New York, the well known and successful Specialist in Chronic Diseases
E*£' on
pracUce !■ Ohio, has established the
FRANCE MEDICAL INSTITUTE, vherc all forms of Chronic. Nervous and Private Diseases will bt suc
cessfully treated on the mesl Sc antific principles. He is ably assisted by a full corps of eminent
Hbysiciana and Surgeons, each one being a well known specialist in his profession.
OR PRftNPF
"° superior«" diagnosing and treating diseases and deformities.
'"“',1* ’ O. ' < ’ Vz Ci Acute and Chronic Catarrh. Diseases of the Eye, Ear, Nose. Throat
and Lungs,•Dyspepsia, Bright’s Disease, Diabetes, Kidney, Liver, Bladder, Chronic Femala
\nd.?eV?1 D,seases speedily cured by treatment that has never failed In thousands of cases
hat had been pronounced beyond hope. Many people meet death every year who might have
oeen restored to perfect health had they placed their cases in the hands of experts.
k
50c BOOK FREE. ‘‘The Medical Adviser” containing nearly one hundred
lagea, a short history of PRIVATE DISEASES, advice to young and old-especUllr
hose contemplating marriage, fully illustrated. Do not fail to Improve the opporanii7
?ne
moot viable books which has ever come within your
each. This book will be sent to anyone free on receipt of postage
Addreaa
^R. FRANCK, 38 West Gay Street, Colnmbns, Ohio.
***
Y0UN6 MEN—Who have become victims of
DISEASES OF WOMEN.—We have a spe<
olitary vice, that dreadful and destructive partment, thoroughly organized, and d
tabit, which annually sweeps to an untimely exclusively to the treatment of di^ea
rrave thousands of young men of exal’ed talent women. Every case consulting our spec
ind brilliant intellect,may call with confidence. whether by letter or person, is given th
DR. FRANCE, after years of experience, hasdis- careful and considerate attention. I mt
covered the greatest cure known for weakness cases (and we get few which have not bai
in the back and limbs, involuntary discharges, skill of ail the home physicians) have th
impoteney, general debility, nervousness, lan- fit of a full council of skilled specialis
uor, confusion of ideas, palpitation of the treatment of diseases peculiar to femal
eart, timidity, trembling, dimness of sight,or success has been marked, over two-thi
giddiness, diseases of the bead, throat, nose, or our patients being ladies, old, young, m
skin, affections of the liver, lungs, stomach, or single, rich and poor. Our method is ei
bowels—those terrible disorders arising from free from objectionable features of tha s
the solitary vice of youth—and secret practices, practitioner, namely, “Local treatment,
blighting their most radiant hopes or anticipa seldom find it necessary. We prepare ret
tions, rendering marriage impossible. Take constitutional and local, as the case del
one candid thought before it is too late. A week and instruct ladles how to treat themsel*
MARRIAGE.—Married persons, or yonn
or month may place your case beyond the reach
of hope. Our method of treatment will speedily contemplating marriage, aware of pl
and permanently cure the most obstinate case, weakness, loss of procreative powers, imp
or any other disqualifications, speedily re
and absolutely restore perfect manhood.
PRIVATE DISEASES.—Blood 1Poison, Vs
TO MIDDLE-AGED MEN.—There are many from Taint, Gleet, Stricture, Seminal Emi
the age of 30 to 60 who are troubled with fre Loss of Sexual Power, Weakness of I
quent evacuations of the bladder, often accom Organs, Want of Desire in Male or F
panied by a slight burning or smarting sensa whether from imprudent habits of yo
tion, weakening the svstem in a manner the sexual habits of mature years, or any can
patient cannot account for. On examination of debilitates the sexual functions, speedT
the nrinary deposits, a ropy sediment will be permanently cured. Consultation fw
found, or the color will be a thin or milkish hue. strictly confidential Absolute cures g"
There are many men who die of this difficulty, teed. Medicines sent free from observa
ignorant of the cause, which is a second stage all parts of the United States.
of seminal weakness. We will guarantee a
EPILEPSY OR FITS—Positively cured by
perfect cure in all such cases, and a healthy and
never-failing method. Testimonta
restoration of the genito-urinary organs.
nished.

C

URINE.—Each person applying for medical treatment should
send or bring from 2 to 4 ounces of urine (that passed first in the morning preferred', which will
rsccivc a careful chemical and microscopical examination■ aud if reoumted a written anAirtid
will be given. Person, ruined in health by unlearned prelenders, X k^p ^fiing Xuh th.n;
55^1,atyairteedanproisl?r,T‘nr po,,ouo,‘8 and inj«riout con pounds, shonld apply immedlauly.

WONDERFUL
CURES treated. NoOexperiments
’d cas*# whkh
becnParties
«<l«cted
or «nakim«uy
VTUnULIII UL UUIILO
or Jf *
UTe
lures.
treated
by mall or
N^rtlk’s^curr^d” P°“‘ble' I*™00*1 consultation is prtferred. Cnrabla cases gir^troX
and correspondence confidential. Treatment sent C. O. D. to any part of U «5

oi“ si,1c.i:'X7; oSi.

dr- w-

»«««.’

CONSULTATION FREE AND STRICTLY CONFIDENTIAL
IN HIS PRIVATE ROOMS AT THE

Ourtis House, Mt. Vernon, Wednesday, September 9, from
8 am. to 6 p m.

ONE DAY ONLY.

